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After nearly two years, the

refurbishment of the world-renowned,

iconic roof of the University of

Leicester’s Stirling and Gowan

Engineering Building is now

complete. It saw all of the 2,500

glass panels of the diamond-shaped

roof reconstructed in an intricate

and technically demanding project.

Photographer: Simon Kennedy 

© University of Leicester.
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A major restoration project has reached a key milestone, following the arrival of

the first batch of bespoke slate tiles for the new roof at the Catholic Cathedral in

Aldershot. 

A total of 16 tonnes of distinctive green Westmorland slate was transported from

the Honister Pass quarry in the Lake District and delivered to the site at Queen’s

Street– a journey of over 300 miles. 

The slate was chosen to match the Cathedral’s original roof, which dates from

the late 1800s when the building’s foundation stone was laid by Queen Victoria. 

The refurbishment is being overseen by Aspire Defence Services Limited, the

company contracted by the MOD to build and maintain military and community

assets in Aldershot, and ADSL is contracting with Southern Counties Roofing

Contractors Ltd and Abbey Scaffolding.

Mark Bassett, Project Manager for ADSL, said: “We are really pleased with the

pace of progress on site to date and with the quality of the slate, which will

ensure the finished roof retains the striking appearance intended by the building’s

original designers.” 

The restoration project, which was two years in the planning and began this

summer, will entirely replace the old Cathedral roof and is expected to complete

by the end of the year

Heightsafe Systems Awarded Three
Year Contract with Whitbread 

Safety at Height specialists, Heightsafe Systems Ltd has won a

competitive 3-year tender contract with the UK’s hotel and

restaurant chain, Whitbread plc.

With over five hundred sites, including Premier Inn, Brewers

Fayre, Table Table, Beefeater and Costa Coffee, Whitbread have

retained Heightsafe Systems Ltd to undertake statutory

inspection and testing compliance for work at height and

lightning protection assets, focusing on the cyclical certification

of equipment. 

Marion Diable, Commercial Director of Heightsafe Systems Ltd

said: “The award of this prestigious contract follows a very

competitive tender process.  From discussions held with the

Whitbread procurement team, it is clear that our businesses are

aligned by work ethic, and our mutual goals of providing clarity

and true visibility of these important safety assets. With

Heightsafe’s support, Whitbread are committed to ensuring full

compliance for its personnel and contractors.”

Historic Slate Tiles Renew Cathedral Roof

It is estimated that the UK builders and plumbers merchants’ market will see growth of

2% in 2017, compared with 2016, in value terms. The end use sectors of the merchants’

market have fared differently, reflecting each sectors’ construction performance, with key

sectors including housebuilding, offices, infrastructure, industrial and education

stimulating demand for merchants’ products. 

The merchants’ market has undergone some significant structural changes, with the

market currently dominated by a group of 5 organisations, that together account for an

estimated 75% share of the market, by value. 

Competition from other channels, particularly the internet and home improvement

multiples, continues to impact on the market. The role played by buying groups continues

to be important, particularly for regional and local merchants. 

“Prospects for the merchants’ market remain optimistic, although cautious, with

confidence in the continued recovery of the UK economy positive, but tempered by the

uncertainty of the outcome of Brexit negotiations” said Fiona Watts, Editor of AMA

Research. 

“Drivers in the residential sector include under-investment in the housing stock in terms

of new build requirements and the age of the current dwellings, which has stimulated

expenditure on RMI activity, and the continued confidence in the new housebuilding

sector.” 

The cost of fuel and energy, as well as the volatility of the exchange rate, are also likely to

drive up prices, causing the market value to increase. Growth in the builders’ and plumber

merchants’ market is likely to be moderate over the next 3-4 years, with growth rates of 2-

3% per year forecast until 2021. 

New opportunities may arise from the demand for greater sustainability in construction

materials and materials with a low-carbon footprint. Investment in online and mobile

websites - in terms of improvements to product offering, availability and ordering process,

as well as overall customer service - may also contribute towards growth. It is likely that

those companies that embrace online selling and service will see higher growth than

those that stick with a more traditional approach. 

The ‘Builders and Plumbers Merchants Market Report – UK 2017-2021 Analysis’ is

published by AMA Research, www.amaresearch.co.uk, tel. 01242 235724. 

Merchant Prospects Cautiously Optimistic 
at 2% Growth Forecast

Roofing Industry Joins
Together to Raise Standards
Nearly every leading roofing trade federation in the

country, alongside some of the nation’s top

contractors, industry leaders, training groups and

manufacturers have voted to back a proposal to

develop a coordinated and joined up Roofing Sector

Assessment Infrastructure and Sustainability Plan.

This is in a move designed to support contractors

and raise standards in every part of the roofing

sector, according to a statement released by a new

organisation, the National Construction Training

Service (NCTS). 

The vote was taken at a conference organised by the

NCTS, which says it is a massive vote of confidence

for the company. They will now work with the rest of

the industry to seek CITB funding to develop a

national assessment infrastructure. This will involve

training urgently needed for new assessors to

increase the national capacity for assessment across

all roofing disciplines, NCTS says. 

NCTS added that, with growing concerns in relation

to the withdrawal of CRO CSCS Cards by 2020, the

number of roofers requiring qualifications is now

expected to increase rapidly. Immediate action and

unified sector planning is therefore needed to

address critical assessment issues and support

contractors by raising standards and qualifications. 

The NCTS, formed to bring together all sectors of the

roofing industry, to improve training and craft skills,

says the delegate decision to apply for funding is

welcome and long overdue.

Managing Director Phillip Fergusson, commented:

“Delegates heard that we are critically short of

assessors needed to work with contractors and

qualify the workforce. This situation will worsen as

qualified people retire and leave the industry. This, in

turn, impacts on the skills we need and the

commitment we must make to support contractors to

gain the qualifications they will need for the future.”

“I am delighted that the NCTS is now acting as the

catalyst to bring together all sectors of the industry

to address these problems and get the funding we

need. We in turn shall be working with all the trade

federations, roofing training groups, contractors,

manufacturers, other training centres and individuals

to deliver those skills.”

Conference delegates representing the SPRA, MAC,

LRWA, the LCA and FTMRC, MRCA; alongside

roofing training groups and leading contractors, such

as Bracknell, Briggs Amasco, and Langley,  will now

apply for funding as the first stage in improving the

roofing sector assessment infrastructure and raising

the profile of roofing.

The NCTS will launch its own campaign to raise

awareness in the industry prior to launching a major

new training centre in Hoddesdon, Hertfordshire,

next year - the first of many planned across the

country, the company says.

Metal rainwater systems’ ability to cope with and

endure the UK's increasingly volatile weather

conditions, including surface water flooding, is the

topic of a new document Guidance on metal

rainwater systems and underground drainage, from

the Metal Gutter Manufacturers Association.

Understanding how a site will respond to surface

water flooding and drainage is now a key factor for

local authorities when considering planning

submissions for property development. There can,

however, be a disconnect on many building sites,

where the rainwater pipes from roof level meet the

ground. It is generally assumed that complications arise at gutter level, and not at

ground level, which may lead to problems which are examined in the guidance

document, which can be downloaded from the MGMA web site at

www.mgma.co.uk. 

Guidance on Metal Rainwater Systems and
Underground Drainage

UKCW Report 11% More Visitors

UK Construction Week has reported that there were 33,697

industry visitors to the show in October - an 11% increase in

visitors to the show on last year. Visitors were in the main

architects, housebuilders, developers, local authority staff,

facilities managers and clients. Exhibitors reported 70,000 unique

interactions with senior industry personnel.

Bookings are now being taken for UK Construction Week 2018,

and the show reports 40% of 2017 exhibitors have already

reserved spaces.

http://www.amaresearch.co.uk
http://www.mgma.co.uk
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Kerry London
Underwrites Roofing
Risks 
Kerry London Underwriting has partnered with

ECIC to launch a new facility to support

insurance brokers in the placement of risks

related to the roofing sector. Roofing

contractors are expected to benefit, as it

includes trade-specific policy wording and

cover.

A newly appointed management team directed

the launch. Dean Calaz, regional managing

director of Kerry London Limited will deliver

strategic direction, while Mark Harcott, head

of Kerry London Underwriting, takes on

operational responsibility for the business.

In a statement, Kerry London Underwriting

said the roofing sector is experiencing a

hardening of rates and contraction of capacity,

presenting significant challenges for brokers

attempting to place roofing risks, but that the

launch of their bespoke roofing sector scheme

demonstrates their commitment to the sector

and will target smaller roofing businesses. 

Alumasc has been placed as the highest-ranked flat roofing supplier appointed by LHC to the FR2

Framework Agreement. The framework, available for local authorities, social landlords and other

public sector bodies, is used to procure social housing and public building construction,

refurbishment and maintenance works, products and services.

Alumasc was ranked first for its product quality, cost-effectiveness and reliability, as well as for

price, quality and value for money. 

LHC Technical Manager Richard Wilby said: “Congratulations to Alumasc on being the top-

ranked flat roofing supplier for England, Wales and Scotland following our rigorous framework

tender exercise. The weighting of our Flat Roofing Framework FR2 encompassed a tough quality

criteria, including emphasis on ‘social standing’ and price, to which Alumasc completed a very

competitive and well thought out tender return.”

Alumasc is LHC’s Highest Ranked Flat Roofing

Supplier

Chester Bus Station, an Alumasc project.

First Interactive Construction Site Map of UK and

Ireland
Considerate Constructors Scheme has launched an interactive map online showing construction

activity across the UK and Ireland. 

The map shows thousands of ‘map pins’ – currently over 12,900 – which identify locations,

project name, client name and site contact details of all Scheme-Registered Sites, Ultra Sites,

Companies and Suppliers.

CCS intends to develop the map to include industry training locations and activities, such as

Open Doors and CITB events. Constructionmap.info is also planned to be used to display jobs and

apprenticeship opportunities in the future. 

Considerate Constructors Scheme Chief Executive, Edward Hardy said: “Launching the very first

interactive construction map is a massive

achievement. Constructionmap.info provides an easily

usable resource to find out what’s going on and

where right across the UK and Irish construction

industries. Not only does it provide a single point of

reference, it gives those committed to improving the

image and reputation of the construction industry an

opportunity to showcase their projects and be able to

demonstrate what they are doing as considerate

constructors.

To access the map, go to www.constructionmap.info.

New Association for

Asbestos Professionals
A new association for asbestos industry

professionals was launched by the British

Occupational Hygiene Society’s (BOHS), called

the  Faculty of Asbestos Assessment and

Management (FAAM).  

Martin Stear, Registrar of FAAM explained:

“FAAM will herald a fresh phase of focusing

on raising standards and competency in the

asbestos industry.  FAAM’s vision is to

establish, develop and maintain standards of

competence in asbestos assessment and

management practice for its members, and act

as the guardian of professional standards and

ethics.” 

Membership of FAAM is now open. 
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Winter is Coming – Now is the
Time to Insulate
Now that cold, wintery weather is around the corner, it is only a

matter of time before the rate of unnecessary deaths increases as a

result of cold weather and fuel poverty. It is easy to see the

hardship that the elderly and those living with illness experience

if they live in housing which is too expensive to heat. A cold and

damp, or draughty home can trigger illness in vulnerable people

causing a surge in hospital admissions and even death.

The British Urethane Foam Contractors Association, the trade

association for the application of sprayed or injected polyurethane

foam, is urging specifiers to increase the insulation levels in these

properties to bring all households out of fuel poverty and to where

they can reasonably afford to heat their homes.

Households with insulated cavity walls (6.2 per cent) are least

likely to be in fuel poverty, according to the ‘Annual Fuel Poverty

Statistics Report, 2017’, published by BEIS. The report also

highlights that around 2.5 million households in England were

living in fuel poverty in 2015, which increased by 0.4% compared

to the previous year.

Wall insulation is normally the best way to improve the insulation

in most properties. Injecting cavity wall insulation into the cavity

provides an insulating barrier and gives stability to the walls,

avoiding the expensive job of replacing wall ties. The foam is

particularly beneficial in hard-to-treat properties which are

unsuitable for other materials, or for homes at risk of flooding,

where other products might not survive.

Due to the expanding properties of the foam, air leakage, draughts

and cold spots are eliminated, providing superior energy-saving

insulation and carbon savings. To provide reassurance to

customers who require injected cavity wall insulation, a BUFCA

warranty is available.

For roof insulation, spray-applied, closed cell polyurethane foam at

rafter level provides superior insulation, and this, together with the

existing 100mm layer of insulation at joist level, brings the thermal

performance up to today’s stringent standards - and even avoids

the need to ventilate the roof space. 

Homes which are well insulated will be far warmer and retain heat

for longer, resulting in lower fuel bills, and occupants will be less

susceptible to winter-related illness. Spray applied or injected

polyurethane foam will provide far better insulation than the

equivalent thickness of most insulation materials, whilst

stabilising the roof and walls.

Installer members of the British Urethane Foam Contractors

Association agree to abide by the Association’s Code of

Professional Practice. Visit www.bufca.co.uk for a list of

professional installers. 

GAP Takes Big Strides Forward Following

Acquisition
Following GAP’s announcement in

August of the acquisition of SIG

Building Plastics & Windows, GAP

directors have visited the 66 new

depots and their teams across the

country gathering information to

help shape an integration strategy.

Simon Bird, GAP’s Joint Founder

commented: “We’ve been hugely

impressed so far by the knowledge and talent of our new team, together with

their desire to grasp this unique chance. We’ve also been taken aback by the

size of opportunity this deal has presented GAP..”

The company promises further investment in logistics and manufacturing to

ensure the new combined network of 112 depots develops. In the meantime,

phase one of the integration involves the new depots benefitting from a mini

make-over, new signage and an order for new team workwear totalling almost

4,000 items.

On 4th October 2017, Cupa Pizarras took two Leeds College of Building (LCB)

roofing lecturers and two outstanding apprentice students to visit the

company’s quarries in Northern Spain for three days.

In what has become an annual educational trip offered to the College, the two

roofing apprentices, Kieran Langhan and Joe Turner were selected on the

basis of their exceptional standards of work and commitment to their training

at Leeds College of Building’s roofing division. 

Accompanied by LCB staff Chris Messenger and David Mallory, the students

saw for themselves the production of slate on a massive scale at Cupa’s

quarries, learning how the stone is extracted from the ground, selected and

split ready for transport to roofing markets around the world.

Kieran Langhan said: “This was a once in a lifetime opportunity to visit the

quarry and witness how much time and effort goes into making the slate that

we lay on the roof. 

The visit was mind blowing in the way that the process and the manpower

are on such a huge scale. I will be talking about this trip for the rest of my

life.”

Cupa has been a long time supporter of roofing apprenticeships and regularly

makes available roofing supplies, including its natural slate range, through

Burton Roofing Merchants. Director at Burton‘s, Lee Keates said: "Both Cupa

Pizarras and Burton Roofing Merchants acknowledge the need for more skilled

labour within the construction industry and have taken a joint initiative to

display their commitment to this by supporting learning establishments, such

as Leeds College of Building, in its pursuit of excellence and development of

our industries skills through apprentices."

Cupa Gives Once in a Lifetime
Opportunity to Roofing Apprentices

10
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there isn’t a great deal of difference between any

of them.  Good quality slates, or clay or concrete

roof tiles, can last well over 100 years.  Usually, it

is other components of the roof that require

maintenance or replacement well before the roof

tiles, such as battens, fixings and underlay.  As

we all know, there is a thriving market in the UK

for second hand slates and tiles.

The Cupa Pizarras article talks about the use of

thicker slates in Scotland for extra security

against wind uplift.  Interestingly, my

understanding of the origins of the traditional

Scottish slate is that the reason for producing the

smaller, thicker slates, is simply the quality and

Pitched Roofing
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Having read the Cupa Pizzarras’ article by

Nigel Tozer in the last edition of Roofing

Today, it is very clear that the article contains

a number of inaccuracies, particularly in

reference to clay and concrete roof tiles;

therefore, I feel strongly that I should respond

on behalf of the clay and concrete roof tile

industries.

I want mine to be a positive article, so let me

start by saying that slate is a wonderful

product.  Just like most materials, there are

good- and not so good-quality products around.

For anyone specifying and using slate, clay or

concrete roofing products, it is important that

they choose materials that comply with current

European Standards to ensure that clients are

sure of obtaining a good-quality, durable roof.

In the case of slate, this means compliance

with EN 12326-2 and ideally specifying slates

that are tested to T1 (resistance to oxidation),

S1 (resistance to atmospheric pollutants) and

A1 (lowest water absorption level).  Clay tiles

should comply with EN 1304 and must pass

150 cycles of the European test for frost

resistance EN 539-2, to be deemed suitable for

use in the UK.  Concrete tiles should comply

with EN490.

If we compare slate, clay and concrete roofing

products firstly for durability and longevity,

Setting the Record Straight on  Natural Slate 
John Mercer, Technical Manager   at Wienerberger responds to ‘Natural Slate for Stronger Roofs’
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type of the quarried material; that is, the slate blocks have to be split

into thicker slates due to the way the layers, known as foliation, run

through the slate beds.  Of course, it is fortuitous that these heavier

slates happen to occur in Scotland, where some of the highest wind

speeds in the UK are experienced.  Because slates are double lapped

there is a natural advantage to using a smaller slate, as each slate is

afforded more protection to wind uplift by its neighbouring slates.  By

the same reasoning, clay and concrete double lapped plain tiles also

provide an extremely secure roof covering through their small size and

coverage.  So much so, that in many locations in the UK, plain tiles only

need mechanical fixing (nailing) in every fifth course in the local and

general roof areas, with just the perimeters having each tile

mechanically fixed.  Of course, wind load calculations must always be

carried out to confirm this for each particular location.

BS5534 wind uplift

The security, or resistance, against wind uplift, of a roof tile or slate,

whether it is slate, clay or concrete, very much depends upon its fixings,

for example nails, clips, straps etcetera.  In fact, slates are generally

lighter in weight than larger format clay and concrete tiles, therefore

appropriate fixings are very important.  The way all slates and roof tiles must

be fixed to resist wind loads is well-documented in BS 5534, the British

Standard Code of Practice for Slating and Tiling.  Using the BS 5534

methodology, a pitched roof covering can be fixed to ensure that it will

withstand wind speeds only likely to be exceeded once in 50 years.  So with

regard to insurance claims, that is the test: if a storm does some damage to a

roof, did the wind speed exceed the BS 5534 design wind speed?  If it did,

then that could be a legitimate claim.  If the wind did not exceed the

maximum design wind speed, then it is possible that the roof slates or tiles

have been inadequately fixed; that is, the roof does not comply with BS 5534,

therefore the insurance company may not accept the claim.

Unrivalled appearance

Undoubtedly, natural slate is unrivalled in its appearance, derived from its

thin parallel lines combined with the riven surface of each slate.  However, in

recent years, many new products have been developed that come very close,

and offer additional advantages, such as reduced cost, speed of laying, no

need for sorting and holing.  An example of an alternative to natural slate,

such as the Wienerberger Sandtoft Rivius slate, combines the riven

appearance of slate with natural clay material, as well as the speed of

installation that only a single lapped roof tile can bring.  Being produced from

clay, the Rivius will keep its rich antique colour for the life of the tile and

will never fade.

Concrete tiles represent the ultimate cost-effective alternative to slate.

Whilst interlocking flat tiles are not usually as thin as natural slate, an

example such as the Wienerberger Sandtoft TLE, at just 19mm thick, is a

popular alternative.  Concrete tiles have been around now for just over 100

years so their durability is well-proven.  A shortage of other roofing materials,

particularly during the re-building programmes following the Second World

War, has firmly established concrete as the number one roofing material in

the UK.

In conclusion, the UK has an abundance of great roofing materials to choose

from, whether it be slate, clay or concrete products.  Each material should be

evaluated on its own merits, whether it is suitability for the vernacular, cost

considerations or even laid weight restrictions.  Remember that a good

quality slate, clay or concrete roof can be expected to last in excess of 100

years, so choose wisely.
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The LRWA Awards 2017

Six liquid roofing and waterproofing champions have

been crowned at the first ever Liquid Roofing and

Waterproofing Association (LRWA) Awards and Gala

event. 

More than 200 guests attended the prestigious

ceremony. Amongst the attendees were LRWA

members including liquid waterproofing

manufacturers, contractors and suppliers to the

liquid industry. Key figures from the National

Federation of Roofing Contractors (NFRC) and the

Single Ply Roofing Association (SPRA) also came to

support the event. 

Winners were recognised for their quality,

professionalism, the finest workmanship and

dedication to one of the fastest growing sectors of

the roofing industry. Each of the winners were

chosen from five finalists in three main categories

including Liquid Roofing Project of the Year over

1000m2, Liquid Roofing Project of the Year under

1000m2, and Liquid Waterproofing Project of the Year

Award. 

With the association’s dedication to training, a

Trainer of the Year and Student of the Year was also

crowned on the day, and an individual that has

made a special contribution to the liquid roofing and

waterproofing industry was also recognised. 

Heaven on a rooftop

During the event, guests heard from the LRWA

Chairman, Cliff Weston, as well as CEO, Sarah

Spink, who updated members and celebrated the

achievements of the association in 2017, and

unveiled the key priorities for 2018. Following the

awards and dinner, the ‘LRWA After Party - Heaven

on A Rooftop’ began which offered guests the

chance to network and celebrate their successes.  

Commenting on the awards and its winners, Sarah

said: “The event was a huge success and I am

overwhelmed by the amount of support the

association has received from its members and

beyond. An event of this kind has been long awaited

- to celebrate the best in the industry and help

maintain the highest of standards in liquid roofing

and waterproofing. Congratulations to all the worthy

winners and well done to all those who were

shortlisted. 

“We’re looking forward to hosting the awards next

year, which will be held at a different venue to cater

for our growing guestlist. I’d also like to thank all our

sponsors, especially our headline supporters, Sika

Liquid Plastics. Thanks to their backing, we have

been able to host a fantastic and memorable  day.” 

LRWA Awards 2017

The inaugural LRWA Awards 2017 took place on Wednesday 8th
November at Hotel Football, Old Trafford in Manchester.

Severe water ingress into

terminal buildings below

meant a quick refurbishment

was required on the

10,000sq.m roof area. This

complex project presented

many challenges, including

working around the large

amount of plant and

equipment on the roof.

Contractors completely

removed and replaced the

existing roof-mounted

equipment, by lifting it up by 2.5 metres and relocating it onto a new steelwork mezzanine

structure.  Internal disruption to the busy terminal was kept to an absolute minimum and the

project was finished on time. Total man hours were recorded at more than 287,000. 

Heathrow Airport, Pier 7 Terminal 3 - Icopal and iTECH Roofworks 

Liquid Roofing Project of the Year over 1000m2

London Road – Moy Materials & Plan Construction

Solutions Ltd

This new build residential housing development in the centre of

London saw a green roof installed. Contractors were under tight

timescale pressures heading towards winter months. The

redesign of the existing warm roof specification to an inverted

green roof ensured project deadlines were met and improved

the environmental impact of the project. Thanks to the change in

specification and ease of installation, the project was finished on

time meaning no delay to the entire build. 

<

Liquid Roofing Project of the Year over 1000m2

Blackpool Municipal Building – Kemper

System & Castle Contractors

This project saw a roof refurbishment on an

occupied 1930s art deco office building,

situated in the centre of a busy town. Due to

limited access on site, contractors had to

remove 40 tonnes of stone by hand, which

was then immediately taken away from site.

The roof was extremely complex with detailing

around air-conditioning units, raised steelwork

and cable trays in close proximity. Contractors

also removed and replaced eight rooflights.

This project was completed ahead of schedule

despite such challenges. 

<

Pinewood Film Studios – Sika Liquid Plastics & Central Roofing

<

This busy and iconic film studio saw 16,000m2 of liquid waterproofing installed

to address the standing water on the roof. Because filming schedules could

not be disrupted, the building remained occupied throughout the works, and

the cold-applied solution ensured minimum noise and disruption for

employees. Contractors replaced all metal capping and existing hatches, and

worked closely with the client to schedule works around filming hours.

West Suffolk Hospital – Sika Liquid

Plastics & Allard Construction

West Suffolk Hospital serves a population of

approximately 275,000 at its estate which

dates back to 1973. To address issues of

standing water and to bring the building up to

current Part L regulations, a cold-applied

solution with tapered insulation was specified.

Complex detailing and heavy plant areas on

the roof area presented challenges which were

overcome by the ease of application. Because

of the sensitivity of the occupied building, this

low odour solution was ideal to ensure minimal

disruption to patients and staff in a clinical

environment. 

<
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This iconic chaplaincy building forms part of

Lancaster’s rich heritage and has been

used on the university’s logo since 1989.

The client required a bespoke colour match

to ensure the aesthetic appearance of the

original 1969 construction remained. The

unusual design of the three-pronged spire

and the height of the facias meant a vertical

application was required. The occupied

building remained open throughout the

refurbishment with little disruption to visitors

of the church. 

Liquid Roofing Project of the Year under 1000m2

Calvary Charismatic Baptist Church – Kemper System & Capital

Roofing Co Ltd

Built in 1951, this church in a busy London area is a heritage site with an

unusual design. The complex roof area, which has 40 circular rooflights,

meant a temporary roof had to be erected before refurbishment work

could begin. A solvent-free liquid solution created little disruption to

visitors, and allowed the church to remain open throughout the project. 

Lancaster University Chaplaincy Centre

– Sika Liquid Plastics & Vertical

Access/Permicoat

<

<

Coca-Cola Building – Proteus Waterproofing & London Seamless

Flat Roofing

The 500m2 roof at a food and beverage plant for a prestigious client,

which operates 24 hours a day, seven days a week, required urgent

repair. Contractors had a strict five-day working window, but

refurbishment work completed in just three days. The health and

safety of employees was paramount, so this low odour solution was

ideal. Complex detailing on the roof also presented challenges to the

occupied building which were overcome thanks to ease of

application.  

<
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Rose Cottage – Polyroof & Cure Roofing Ltd

LRWA Awards 2017

This project was a large extension to a domestic property. The client wanted the new roof

sections to complement the slate work and the specification of a zinc roof was changed to a

liquid system because of cost savings, and the ability to colour match to imitate the appearance

of traditional materials. It also meant added peace of mind for the client as the roof would not be

a target for theft. The high quality and impressive visual impact of the finished roof resulted in a

successful application. 

<

Liquid Roofing Project of the Year under 1000m2

It’s been a busy and exciting year for

Harry Cowell, managing director of

Kemper System. The cold-applied

liquid waterproofing manufacturer is

not only celebrating 20 years in the UK

and 60 years globally, but Harry has

received the LRWA Awards ‘Special

Contribution to the Liquid Roofing and

Waterproofing Industry . 

Recognised for his achievements in

starting up and growing a successful

company on his own, to what is now a

major player in the liquid

waterproofing market, the award was

also a thank you for his contribution to

the association.  

LRWA involvement

Harry was a director on the board of

the LRWA for 8 years, and served as

chairman from 2012 to 2014.  During

his time with the association, whilst

simultaneously running a successful

business, he witnessed an evolving

liquid marketplace.  

Harry said: “The LRWA, or the

European Liquid Waterproofing

Association (ELWA) as it was back

then, has been working hard for a

number of years to ensure the industry

took liquid waterproofing seriously, as

well as monitoring the developments

of new liquid manufacturers into the

market. 

“What must be remembered is liquid

waterproofing isn’t just about painting

product onto a roof, or that it’s a

‘quick fix’. Yes, speed of installation is

one of its many benefits, but liquid

refurbishment provides longevity and

durability. As part of the association, it

was my job to help monitor and raise

the awareness of quality liquid

products to ensure standards in the

industry remained high.” 

Celebrating 20 years 

This year also marks the 20th

anniversary of Kemper System Ltd in

the UK – set up by Harry, who still

leads the company today as managing

director. From humble beginnings

inside a small warehouse in

Warrington, Cheshire, Harry set up

shop with one other team member,

Jean Smith, who still works at the

company as director of admin and

logistics. 

Harry said: “Like any new start-up

business, we did absolutely everything

– ordering, packing, selling, even

delivering. I once drove from

Warrington to Cornwall overnight to

deliver to a customer. We worked hard

but I was passionate about the

product and knew it could work.” 

As the business grew, Kemper System

took over more of the rented

warehouse until three years ago, when

the company moved to substantially

bigger and more modern premises on

Kingsland Grange in Warrington. 

“We were virtually unknown at the

beginning, an unfamiliar prodigy in

the UK. Then, working with a select

number of approved contractors that

could install our products correctly,

others could see the benefits not only

of Kemper System, but liquid resin as

a waterproofing concept.” 

A watertight market

As with the entire roofing industry,

Kemper System has come through

some testing times. 

“For me it always goes back to two

things,” Harry continued. “Your

product and your people. If your

product is solid and reliable, and you

look after your people, you can get

through anything.” 

Harry concluded: “I truly believe liquid

roofing will continue to grow. Take

Kemper System alone, over the years

we have grown the business by a

larger percentage than that achieved

by the entire liquid market, and

because of this, we have increased our

market share. Our success is purely

down to a quality product and

passionate people.

“Liquids have led the way for the last

20 years and I believe this will

continue for the next two decades, and

beyond.” 

Harry Cowell Wins LRWA
‘Special Contribution’ Award
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Student of the Year
Jonathan Woolins, Rooksby Roofing

Jonathan’s enthusiasm is evident in his work,

and he completed his NVQ Level 2 in Liquid

Applied Membrane Roofing earlier this year.

Throughout his two-year training programme,

feedback from his employer, LRWA trainers

and the CITB assessor confirms Jonathan is

committed and is

an extremely

skilled operative.

Whilst

undertaking the

LRWA training

course,

Jonathan’s

confidence,

knowledge and

application has

improved

significantly, and he is developing into a

natural leader on site. Jonathan’s friendly and

helpful approach to clients and with colleagues

makes him a real asset. The way in which he

tackles the technical details learned through

his training is clearly demonstrated on site. 

London School of Economics – WestWood Liquid Technologies & Mars Construct

This listed building in the middle of London was experiencing severe water ingress into teaching

and computer rooms in the basement area – causing health and safety risks to staff and pupils.

Contractors removed the existing paving slabs and asphalt covering before applying the

waterproofing directly to the structural deck. Because of this, working hours were restricted and

noisy periods were managed carefully to avoid disruption to the school – which included

weekend and out of hours working. The project was completed successfully and on time. 

<

Paul’s proactive and eager approach to training

has positively benefitted many learners in the

liquid waterproofing industry. 

His dedication to the Basic Competency

Programme (BCP) is evident through his work,

as he continuously raises the profile of the

importance of skills, which in turn, raises

standards within the industry. Paul’s attitude to

training sets him apart from the competition,

something which is echoed through comments

from David Broom, director of Moy Materials.

David said: “Paul is such a dedicated member of

my team who makes a massively positive

impact on our day-to-day running of the

business. His coordination of training events and

dedication to the education of roofing operatives

has not only broadened our relationships with

contractors, but has increased sales and

therefore made a financial contribution to the

company.” 

Paul Sutherland – Site Technician and

Trainer, Moy Materials

Trainer of the Year

www.proteuswaterproofing.co.uk
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Fines Are Going Through the Roof -
Creating a Paper Trail Can Cut Risks

potential harm that could have been caused.

Consequentially, we have seen the number of

fines reaching six and seven figures for Health

and Safety at Work offences rise. In fact, in 2016,

19 fines of over £1million were issued to

businesses compared to just 3 in 2015 and none

in 2014.   We have also seen a worrying increase

in the frequency of HSE notifications in the past

year, with around four times more than in

previous years.  

The bottom line

If you are a roofing firm with a turnover

exceeding £50million, convicted of corporate

manslaughter, you could now face a fine of up to

£20million. But what really concerns us at ECIC

is the impact on mid-size roofing contractors

with turnovers of £10-£50m.   

Due to the wide range of fines under the new

guidelines (from £1000 to £4million), these firms

face could face a crippling fine similar to that of

a much larger company with much deeper

pockets. 

Scale of change

Just to emphasise the scale of the change, prior

to the new guidelines coming into play, a

contractor could have faced a fine of £250,000 -

£500,000 for the most serious offence.  Now,

There has been a long-term downward trend in

the rate of fatal injury to workers with 137 workers

killed at work 2016/17, compared with 287 twenty

years ago, largely due to the strengthening of our

health and safety laws.  In line with this trend,

the number of fatalities in construction is

currently the lowest number on record for the

sector. However, over the last five years the

number has fluctuated.  30 deaths were recorded

in 2016/2017 but there were 47 in 2015/2016 .

What’s really concerning for the roofing sector is

that falls from height are currently a main cause of

fatalities in the workplace – of all the fatal injuries

recorded in 2016/2017, 25 were due to a fall from

height.

Increased fines

In a move to improve the UK’s workplace safety

record, following worries that existing penalties

were not acting as an effective deterrent, last

year, the UK Sentencing Council announced

considerable modifications to the judicial

penalties for health and safety at work offences in

England and Wales.  Essentially, fines have been

increased – in some cases substantially – and are

now designed to have an ‘economic impact’ on

the offending employer.  

The chief change is that fines are being set

relative to the size of the business and the

Roof  Insurance

9

Ian Hollingworth, Head of Claims for ECIC

under the new guidelines, depending on

the company’s annual turnover (as opposed

to profitability), the fine could be as much

as £10million for exactly the same incident.  

The other important factor to note, is that

company managers or directors found guilty

of a breach in duty of care to their

employees could face a custodial sentence

of up to two years. The risks, not just

financially, but from a reputational

perspective, don’t need spelling out.

So how can roofing contractors prepare

themselves, and guard against the risk of

facing much higher penalties for health and

safety breaches?

Having an effective and robust approach to

complying with health and safety laws is

the first obvious step, but equally important

is having evidence of this approach. Each

and every worker should sign site-specific

health and safety assessment forms at the

outset of each job to ensure they are aware

of any risks, the control measures in place,

and personal protective equipment needed. 

Evidence

This documentation will provide evidence

in a court of law that the claimant ought to

have understood the risks and knew the

preventative action to take, to reduce their

risk of injury.  Without this evidence, a

roofing contractor could be exposed to

claims for civil damages and if serious

enough, a prosecution by the HSE, which

may ultimately lead to a significant fine or

even imprisonment. In a recent survey we

conducted amongst contractors, one in four

firms failed to take this approach.

In summary, roofing contractors must have

evidence that workers read the risk

assessment, understood the risks and

signed and dated the health and safety

policy document prior to commencing the

work. This crucial piece of evidence will

demonstrate compliance with the relevant

statutory duties of care and Health and

Safety Regulations. Creating this regime

will not only better protect workers, but

should protect contractors from all the

ramifications of a court case and fine. 

www.kingspaninsulation.co.uk
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Online Market Trends

2017 Material Trends: 
Well-being, Space and Shortages 

From a boom in housebuilding, to ambitious energy efficiency targets,

2017 has been a year of innovation for the construction industry. Fuelled

by technology and new building practices, professionals are

increasingly changing the way they are specifying and purchasing

materials. 

At the same time, the industry has experienced widespread shortages of

some of its most popular roofing materials, critically impacting

construction across the UK. This has led to a need for adaption, with

professionals considering alternative materials to combat these

shortfalls. 

Roofing tiles 

With a dramatic increase in housebuilding, and as one of the most cost-

effective forms of roofing, the demand for concrete tiles has created a

supply shortage across the construction market. Popular due to

durability and versatility, this shortage has meant contractors are either

having to allow more time for sourcing the tiles and delivery

turnarounds or are having to consider other materials. As a result,

Roofing Superstore has seen a 20% increase in sales of non-concrete

alternatives. Perhaps surprisingly, total sales of concrete tiles at Roofing

Superstore have dropped by just 15% in 2017, showing that many are

prepared to wait out the shortages.

Insulation

Concrete is not the only material in short supply. An explosion at a

German manufacturing plant caused a major shortage of PIR insulation

boards across Europe this year. The situation was further complicated

by a technical malfunction at one of the only other alternative plants

and currently PIR supply cannot meet building demand.

Evolution of building trends and changes in application are also

changing insulation buying habits, as customers seek to do more with

less. The market for garden buildings and structures has boomed in

recent years and with many facing rising housing costs in urban areas,

alongside popular creative home design TV shows, householders are

turning to their gardens as a cost-effective means of adding more room. 

The trend is no longer focused on simple garden sheds, and instead is

about creating an extension of the home, functioning in the same way as

any interior space with a fully insulated and warm construction. 

As a viable alternative to PIR, sales of multifoil insulation at Insulation

Superstore have risen by 82% year on year, along with an increase in

interest and enquiries for vacuum insulated panels. Up to five times thinner

than traditional forms of insulation, multifoil and vacuum insulated panels

are an ideal solution for smaller spaces, with the ability to perform in line

with their thicker counterparts and hit building regulations. Coupled with

ease of installation and excellent thermal transfer properties, homeowners

are benefitting not just from added space, but also from significant energy

savings.

Healthy Homes 

One of the biggest trends of 2017 is the concept of ‘healthy homes’ going

beyond the eco trend, and covering light, warmth, acoustics and even air

quality. In a home that is essentially both good to humans and to the

environment, its overall ‘health’ can be determined by everything from its

location, interior design, materials and indoor climate. 

As awareness of the benefits of eco-homes and eco-living grows, sales for

materials with these properties have increased – for example, we’ve seen a

43% increase in sales of natural insulation products, including sheep’s

wool and hemp.

Eco building is a sector which continues to evolve and innovate as a direct

response to an increase in demand, particularly from the self-build market.

With the public becoming more educated on the advantages of eco

building processes and materials (largely fuelled by home, property and

lifestyle TV shows), eco home designs and products are fast becoming

essential elements of every new home. 

Low pitched roofs

One of the most surprising sales trends from this year is of low pitched roof

tiles, with purchases up by 151%. Because low pitched roofs are less

common and therefore less in demand, we can only assume that an

increase like this is more about the choice offered online rather than buying

from an over the counter merchant. Fast becoming a trusted alternative to

that of the traditional builders’ merchants, eCommerce providers are

generally able to offer a wider choice of products, including very specialist

materials. 

B2B eCommerce is radically transforming the construction industry, easing

pressure on contractors and developers. Made-to-order and bespoke

products can be sourced quickly, dramatically reducing onsite waste,

whilst expert online support teams can advise how a project can best meet

and exceed building regulation requirements. With a recent survey

revealing that over 94% now purchase building materials online, this is a

trend which is only set to grow.

Using sales data collected from e-tailers Roofing Superstore and Insulation
Superstore, brands of eCommerce leader Construction Materials Online, Liz Orgill,
Marketing Director, highlights some of the biggest trends dominating the market. 
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Slate

Under the Weather 
– Best Practice on Fibre Cement Slate Roofs

When designing a slate roof, there are several interrelated factors

which must be considered before slating starts. These include

determining the exposure of the site to rain penetration, wind loads

and wind uplift, the pitch of the roof, the overall roof structure, and

consequently, the minimum headlap for the size of slate selected.

This particular detail is especially important to bear in mind when

the roof verge is under consideration.

To provide a weatherproof roof, slating relies on double cover, i.e.

every part of the roof is covered by at least two thicknesses of slate.

The tails of the slates in one course overlap the heads of the slates in

the next course but one below, by an amount commonly known as

the ‘lap’ (headlap). The lap provides protection against rain and snow

being driven between the joints and passing upwards over the heads

of the slates to penetrate into the roof space. Should water run down

the roof and enter the narrow gap between the slates, it can creep

diagonally down and across the roof slates. The lower the roof pitch,

the wider the angle of creep, and the greater the danger of water

entering the nail holes of the slates in the course below. 

The lap is calculated according to the exposure rating of the site

wind uplift and roof pitch, taking into account the angle of creep for

the size of slate. Recommended minimum laps and pitches are

provided in Cembrit’s comprehensive publication, ‘A Guide to

Double Lap Slating with Fibre Cement Slates’. 

Best Practice - Verge Installation

One area where good practice is often misunderstood is at the verge

of the roof. This is important to get right, as the perimeter of the roof

is the most vulnerable to wind suction loading. As such, the secure

fixing of the verge slates will contribute to creating a long-lasting

roof covering. 

Years of experience, of both successful slating practice, and failed

roofs, is enshrined in British Standard codes of practice: 8000, parts 0

and 6, as well as 5534. The verge is formed from alternate courses of

slate and a half (cut from double

slates), and single slates. This is

where the confusion lies. The second,

under eaves course, should be a slate

and a half, as should alternate verge

slates (see diagram below). 

Rather than use a slate and a half,

many roofers will cut a normal size

slate in half and use that, to create

the broken bond. This looks

aesthetically pleasing, but doesn’t

give adequate wind uplift resistance. 

Installation should be carried out as

follows: the first full slate will require

an additional hole (batten gauge plus

25mm from the tail) to accommodate

the rivet for the next slate and a half.

This next slate and a half will require

three nail fixing holes on the batten
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To ensure a weatherproof slate roof, it is important to understand some key
design and installation details, says Phil Wilden, Technical Manager at Cembrit.
Understanding these factors will ensure a successful installation for the long term.

line, two rivet holes to hold the tail

and an additional hole to

accommodate the rivet for the

subsequent single verge slate. (See

diagram) 

When trimming to verges, valleys,

and hips, avoid using pieces less

than 150mm wide. If possible, use a

slate and a half with the cut edges

protected to prevent cement run off

due to exposure to weather. 

In practice

A recently completed five bedroom

bespoke-designed house (built on the

site of an original three bedroom

bungalow) showcases the correct

method for installing verge slates.

The roof was being replaced as part

of the larger project. On the original

bungalow, concrete roof tiles were

installed and the weight of the tiles

had made its roof start to dip in the

middle. 

The typical weight per m² of

interlocking concrete tiles equals 45-

50Kg. In contrast, a m² of fibre

cement slates weighs just 20Kg

making them a lighter, versatile

alternative and the perfect choice for

this project.  

The slates were chosen by Mid Kent

Roofing and professionally installed

according to the relevant British

Standards. Particularly worthy of

attention is the verge detail (see

photograph right showing double

slates cut to a slate and a half). With

two rivets and three nails, there is

very little chance that environmental

conditions will affect the verge

slates, which, as discussed, can be

vulnerable to lifting if fitted

incorrectly. 

*Full details on all aspects of fibre

cement slate installation are included

within ‘A Guide to Double Lap Slating

with Fibre Cement Slates’. Visit

www.cembrit.co.uk to order a free copy. 

One area where good practice is often

misunderstood is at the verge of the roof. 

The slate and a half will require three nail fixing

holes - two to hold the tail and an additional hole

for the subsequent single verge slate. 

7
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Accreditation

A Little Trust Goes A Long Way 

In a bid to grow your business and find new

customers, we’re sure that many of you will be

advertising locally, doing leaflet drops and

regularly posting customer reviews online. If so,

you’re ticking all the right boxes. Yet, why at

times can acquiring new business be slow?

Imagine if you could get a helping hand -

someone to support your credibility and the

quality of your services - helping you to grow

your business and find new customers. We

could all do with that kind of help, right? 

That’s where TrustMark come in: they’re the

only government endorsed scheme for trades in

and around the home. After thorough vetting

and on-site inspections, businesses that join

are awarded the scheme’s widely upheld

accreditation. As well as giving customers the

reassurance of quality and protection from

rogue traders, TrustMark is the only ‘find a

tradesperson’ scheme to cover all three

cornerstones of quality: good trading practices,

good customer service and technical

competence. So, let’s take a look at how

TrustMark membership could benefit your

business.

Trust: The clue to TrustMark’s success lies in

its name. Trust is a valuable commodity and

goes a long way in any business. Property

owners are a savvy breed and know that the

cheapest quote is not always the best. As well

as references and referrals, they expect

qualifications and certificates to demonstrate

that the company they are talking to is

competent to carry out the job.

When you become a TrustMark member, you

have already been independently assessed and

approved by an inspector. So, rather than

simply relying on your own referral network,

TrustMark membership means you are

independently qualified to a high standard - an

advantage that you can use to differentiate

yourself from your competition. 

Accreditation: By becoming a member of

TrustMark, customers will automatically have

added confidence that they are working with

the best in the business. That’s because the

scheme is fast becoming the UK’s recognised

standard for domestic contractors and it

continues to expand its database of around

12,000 UK tradesmen with 56 core trades -

roofers being one of them. When the public

search for a roofer, they have assurance that

they are being directed to an appropriately

qualified and accredited contractor, and not a

paid-for website lead.

Protection: Unfortunately, not everything in

roofing is plain sailing. TrustMark provides an

Escrow Payment Protection service that

guarantees 100% payment for a completed job.

Offering protection to both property owners and

tradespeople by ensuring both parties can

agree the works to be carried out and the cost.

In addition, members have access to a dispute

resolution service that aims to resolve issues

simply and with as little pain as possible. A

special TrustMark App also helps the process of

communication between the contractor and the

customer; reducing the risk of miscommunication

and conflict. So, if things do go wrong, it’s

reassuring to know that help is available each

step of the way.

New business leads: With thousands of searches

every day, resulting in tradesman’s details being

displayed over 750,000 times every month,

consumers are flocking to use the TrustMark

website search facility. By simply entering the

required trade, a postcode and distance, they can

find an independently assessed and approved

tradesman they can trust. In the last month alone,

TrustMark provided property owners with details

of roofing contractor members 36,000 times. Your

company could be one of these, and you could be

growing your business without having invested

considerable time, effort and money.

Customer feedback: We all know that customer

referrals are the lifeblood of any business.

However, it can take valuable time and effort to

generate referrals and keep them fresh. With

TrustMark, you will receive complimentary

feedback cards to give to your customers

encouraging them to leave independent reviews

of your company on the TrustMark website.

These cover the quality of your work, value,

reliability, professionalism, service and

worthiness of future recommendation. In time,

this will help build up a positive set of reviews

for your company and enhance your overall star

rating. 

TrustMark is more than just another badge or

vehicle sticker; membership will give you the

exposure and credibility that’s impossible to

achieve elsewhere. Around 1,260 companies are

currently registered with TrustMark with a core

trade of ‘roofer’, so why not join them and stand

out from the crowd? Remember, a little trust goes

a long way in any business and especially in

roofing. 

Janine Brady – Marketing Manager at SIG Roofing

For more information on TrustMark, call 0333 555 1234

or email: info@trustmark.org.uk or contact SIG Roofing

01480 466 777 or visit www.sigroofing.co.uk.
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Certification

Construction Products Testing and Certification: 
What Are the Benefits for Roofing?

When it comes to specifying roof waterproofing

systems there is an ever increasing number of

products to choose from. From a technical

perspective, elements of performance inevitably

vary from one manufacturer to another, with

many laying claim to selling points and

advantages that lack convincing evidence in

support of them. Of course, the roofer may be

asked to install a specified material, but when

tendering there will always be pressure from

Mike Vaczi, Technical Manager, Soprema 

product for assessment invariably forms a part

of its overall research and development plan.

Tests on a roofing system that form part of the

certification process vary but, in addition to

durability and overall fitness for purpose,

typically include watertightness, adhesion,

elongation, tensile strength and properties in

relation to fire. 

For Soprema, such independent assessment

adds value by providing evidence not just of

performance, but design life value and likely

maintenance requirements. This may not be

immediately measurable in terms of return on

investment, but BBA endorsement provides

one of the only ways that a new product can

gain quick acceptance by building control

officers, local authorities, architects, public

utilities, housing associations and insurers.

With a range that includes systems for roofing,

civil engineering and structural waterproofing,

2017 has seen Soprema submit a record

number of products for evaluation. This has

involved an unprecedented level of investment

in support of bituminous, single ply, hot melt

and liquid-applied systems, and included the

commissioning of another testing authority,

FM Approvals. It is in the process of evaluating

new single ply, polymer-modified bituminous

membrane, liquid-applied and built-up roof

(BUR) systems to determine their suitability for

use in non-combustible deck construction.

The demands placed on specialist products for

use in zero falls situations require absolute

assurance of performance. In the past,

manufacturers launching such products have

courted controversy as a result of well-

documented failures involving high remedial

costs. While our products are supported by

extended guarantees, BBA approval continues to

play a critical role by establishing the basis of

confidence which enables a specifier to give a

new system serious consideration. 

To make the choice of roofing specification

easier, Soprema now supports contractors and

architects with a web-based ‘Selection Guide’.

The tool provides a complete build-up for most

common deck types and covers all of the

company’s bituminous, hot-melt, synthetic and

liquid-applied flat roof systems. With scope to

link with a single click to each material in the

chosen system and associated guarantee

options, the immediacy of technical support is

obvious. Here again, independent certification

plays its part in supporting chosen

specifications.

The extensive development programme which

supports all Soprema products provides a marked

contrast to some competing manufacturers

which, in pursuit of quick market share, are only

able to publish very limited technical data. The

extent to which manufacturers are prepared to

submit products to independent evaluation also

provides an insight into what can be trusted and

what might benefit from being questioned. For

products such as those being developed by

Soprema with innovative performance qualities,

BBA certification ensures that these are

promoted where it matters.

those who cost jobs on the basis of using

cheaper materials. Claims of ‘like-for-like’

performance are difficult to disprove, but, if a

contractor is to meet a 30-year design life

requirement, the products used should be

substantiated by meaningful guarantee and,

ideally, independent certification. 

Testing standards

Over its century of trading, Soprema has

secured a reputation based on research,

development and quality. This has enabled it

to set, rather than follow, established industry

standards and provide high-performance flat

roofing solutions for new build and

refurbishment projects. Reputation alone,

however, can never be relied on to provide the

level of confidence in a new system that will

translate into widespread specification. With

so many roof types, materials, accessories and

build-ups the only effective means of doing so

is to submit systems to third party scrutiny. 

Soprema has found that British Board of

Agrément (BBA) approval provides a trusted

benchmark of performance through

independent product testing, on-site

evaluations, quality management checks and

inspections. Such is its success that projects

throughout the world rely on standards the

organisation has established. In terms of

benefit to the manufacturer and roofer, key

trade and contractor associations not only

recognise, but actively endorse services the

BBA provides. 

Certified products

The time involved in any approval process can

be lengthy and the associated cost

understandably high. For companies such as

Soprema, therefore, the decision to submit a
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EPDM Roofing

The idea of a roof hasn’t changed a great deal

over the centuries. However, the designs and

materials of roofs certainly have, developing

tremendously over the last 50 years or so.

Developments in roofing are not limited to

design; advances in installations and the types

of material available are also significant. Modern

roofs are required to perform a lot more, not only

structurally, but also aesthetically. 

A major breakthrough in

developing a new

waterproofing roofing material

was recognised when a

Nobel Prize in chemistry was

awarded for the production of

ethylene propylene diene terpolymer (EPDM), to

the German chemist, Karl Ziegler, and Italian

Giulo Natta in 1963.

This milestone in waterproofing material

production proved to be a catalyst for many

building design concepts all over the world, and

the production of synthetic rubber EPDM can be

credited with utilising roof areas more efficiently

in many ways - for services, incorporating

natural light, amenity areas, sustainable green

roofs and their ecological benefits, to name just

a few. In short, EPDM products can be used with

ease to combine creative freedom with reliability

and functionality.

Endless possibilities 

With constant innovation and new products,

EPDM use is now widespread in providing

waterproofing solutions for roofs, buildings,

facades and ponds. The extensive use of EPDM

is thanks to some key benefits evident in the

fifty years or so since its invention.

Waterproofing membranes combine the material

advantages of the synthetic rubber EPDM with

high-quality polymer-modified bitumen. A

successful combination since, thanks to the

polymer bitumen layer underneath, the material

can be installed on virtually any substrate and

welded easily, quickly and safely using a hot air

gun and no naked flames. The Süddeutsches

Kunststoff-Zentrum (SKZ) certifies that some of

the market leading products like RESITRIX have

a life expectancy of over 50 years, both as a

single product on its own and for seams. 

Due to the fully compatible, polymer-modified

bitumen coating, laps can be welded together

with complete confidence in all weathers,

including temperatures down to -10 °C. The easy

weldability of the membrane enables detailing

work to be carried out quickly, simply and

effectively. Because EPDM waterproofing

membranes are fully compatible with bitumen

they are ideal for overlaying existing bitumen

roofs. 

Outstanding elasticity and flexibility 

Another enormous advantage of EPDM

membranes is that they are guaranteed not to

shrink due to their vulcanised glass fibre

reinforcement. This gives outstanding elasticity,

meaning that perimeter fixings, which are

normally required to restrain and accommodate

horizontal forces, can be completely eliminated

when using an EPDM membrane. Indeed, some

market-leading waterproofing membranes have a

proven cold flexibility of -40°C. Such flexibility,

together with the fact that such membranes can

withstand stretching of over 500% and still

return to their original dimensions, means that,

even after decades on the roof, there are no

stress cracks, deformation or other impairments

of the material. 

The modern environmental expectations of

clients have led to constant innovation in EPDM

products, although the material starts with the

advantage that it contains components like

glass, EPDM, TPE and bitumen, making it

ecologically safe. There are no harmful additives

such as chlorine, dioxin, furanes or plasticisers.

It is 100% non-toxic and there is no release of

chemicals throughout its entire life-cycle, unlike

many other roofing systems or materials in use

today.

Such credentials have made EPDM a natural

choice for specifiers who are also attracted to the

functionality of EPDM as well as its design

possibilities. Here at Carlisle, we have developed

a light grey coloured, heat-weldable and glass-

reinforced, composite rubber membrane with an

EPDM core. This solar-reflective membrane helps

to reduce the surface temperature of the

waterproofing membrane in strong sunlight and

therefore protect the building’s interior from

excessive heat build-up. 

Because there are fewer seams in an EPDM

membrane, they are often specified as part of a

green roof system as they represent a reduced

risk of leaks, and will generally exceed the life

span of the vegetation layer. There are root-

resistant EPDM membranes widely available

offering a wide choice for intensive, extensive

and biodiverse green roof systems. 

The proven easy installation and consequent

time-savings have meant that EPDM is a popular

choice for contractors too. EPDM sheets are

vulcanised together using a special hot bonding

method. Thanks to the joint seams being pre-

assembled in the factory, only around five per

cent of the manual connections have to be

carried out on the actual construction site. The

roof sealing is supplied as a perfect fit, like a

tailored suit, in a single piece to the building

site saving valuable time and fitting well with

the modular building principles of modern

construction.

The Single Ply Roofing Association offers Basic

Competency Programme training courses to

contractors who train to install EPDM

membranes . 

Building Design and Function with
EPDM

Shail Chauhan, UK Marketing Manager at CARLISLE CM Europe

The CARLISLE® CM Europe group is Europe’s

leading provider of single-ply EPDM sealing products

for roof, façade and ground construction and is part

of US-based CARLISLE® Companies Incorporated.

CARLISLE® CM Europe boasts eight production

locations and three administration sites in Europe. 
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Construction Charity CRASH

CRASH has worked with Emmaus over a number of years.

Emmaus Dover has been based at Archcliffe Fort since 1995 on

a site designated as a Scheduled Monument. The site provides

housing for 28 formerly homeless men and women, known as

companions. Companions are able to stay in the Archcliffe Fort

community for as long as they wish, but in return must sign off

all benefits to the charity and are asked to work in different roles

according to their profiles and interests. However, in recent

years, the Emmaus Dover trustees have increasingly had to

follow a ‘make do and mend’ approach due to a lack of finance.

As the buildings became increasingly outdated and problems

started to arise, the longevity of the project was threatened. This

was when Emmaus Dover turned to CRASH.

CRASH contacted its patron waterproofing manufacturer Bauder,

along with one of its approved contractors, G Baker Roofing

based in Maidstone, Kent, and rooflight specialist, Xtralite. The

generous roofing firms teamed up to begin the refurbishment of

the Emmaus Dover site. After a first visit, Bauder undertook a

comprehensive roof survey.  Bauder found that, as the site is

designated a Scheduled Monument, Emmaus had not been able

to install energy saving features, which resulted in large energy

bills for the charity. 

To solve this, Bauder and G Baker Roofing proposed that 300m2

of the failing waterproofing system would be replaced,

improving the thermal performance of the building. G Baker

Roofing renewed the roof using donated Bauderflex, a long-

lasting and robust bituminous system. To improve the roof’s

thermal performance, Bauder’s 120mm PIR FA-TE insulation

system was installed. Xtralite, which is also a CRASH patron,

provided 11 high-quality rooflights, allowing daylight and

ventilation flow into the building. 

Overall, donations of professional expertise from CRASH patrons

Arcadis, Argent, BAM, Bauder and Knauf were worth £49,624.

Free materials from fellow patrons Bauder, BAM, Buildbase and

Putting a Roof Over the Heads of the
Most Vulnerable

Hanson were worth £25,337; and the

cash grant of £30,000 awarded by

CRASH brought the grand total of

support to a princely sum of £104,961.

Debra Stevenson, Emmaus Dover’s

Community Manager, commended the

project as hugely successful: “We really

couldn’t have got to this stage without

the valuable help, advice, materials and

funding from CRASH and their patrons.

Our shop has a brand new roof that is

fully insulated for the winter months and

after 22 years it has a heating supply so

companions and visitors will get a

warmer welcome in the winter!”

CRASH was setup in 1991 by Tony

Denison to address the increasing

number of people sleeping on the streets

at the time. Since then, the need for

CRASH’s services has constantly grown.

From providing temporary shelters, to

building and renovating day centres,

hostels and accommodation, CRASH has

assisted homelessness charities across

the country. 

Now, CRASH has a team of 5 staff and

34 industry-leading companies as

patrons. Thanks to their expertise,

products and generosity, CRASH is

typically undertaking around 20 live

projects at any one time, helping

hospices and charities make a lasting

difference to the most vulnerable

members of our society. 

At CRASH’s annual reception Bauder was presented with the ‘Above and Beyond Award

for Most Donated Materials’. The Tony Dennison Award for outstanding commitment to

helping people, was presented to Emmaus Dover’s Community Manager, Debra

Stevenson and Chair of Trustees, Liz Waller. 

The Emmaus Dover project at Archcliffe Fort, provides housing for 28 formerly homeless people. The charity

provides people with the tools to help themselves, and to break the cycle of homelessness through delivering the

space and support people need to take stock of their lives and make positive changes for the future.

In 2016, CRASH - the construction industry’s charity that helps homeless and
hospice charities with their building projects – was approached for urgent help by
the trustees of a charity called Emmaus. They needed to renovate a warehouse
and shop at the Emmaus Dover homelessness project, as well as to create new
accommodation to welcome more homeless people to the community. 

Bauder (Tracie Reed) and Emmaus (Liz Waller and

Debra Stevenson) receive their awards at the CRASH

annual reception.

The awards are great tributes to all the patrons and

associated companies involved in delivering the

Emmaus Dover project. 

The new roofs at Emmaus Dover’s accommodation.
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Dakea Feature

Installing a Roof Window: 
A Step by Step Guide

When installing a roof window, roofing

professionals want to offer their customers

the highest quality job possible. But

installing a roof window can present some

challenges for the installer, such as repairing

the roofing membrane, which has been cut

to install the roof window. Left unaddressed,

with an un-insulated gap between the rafter

and back of the roof window frame, water

and air can pass through. With any exposed

gaps like this, colder room temperatures and

interior surface damage can occur. In turn,

this means the building’s energy efficiency

could become compromised and cause rising

heating costs. In any case, filling the un-

insulated gap between the rafters and the

roof window is necessary to comply with

Part L1B of the Building Regulations. 

However, traditional methods of filling the

gap are not straightforward. For example,

many installers use rigid foam, which is cut

to fit from larger, premium priced sheets.

While this leads to a secure and tight fit

around the frame, it can prove troublesome

and time-consuming and that’s not to

mention the onsite debris and wastage

created. After cutting the membrane to the

correct size and snuggly fitting it around the

window, a membrane gutter system should

then be formed to catch any water ingress

and direct it away from the roof opening.

This, too, is a time-consuming, fiddly

process which requires skill and accuracy. 

Furthermore, an installer may often need to

move on and off the roof to safely cut the

membrane to size on the ground before

revisiting the roof, to then assemble, fold

and secure it. Often adding around 40

minutes to the installation time of each

window, this process also requires a high

level of accuracy to ensure a watertight and

airtight seal. For larger projects, with more

roof windows, the complete process may

take considerable time - often half a day. 

Understanding the time and expertise

required during installation, experienced and

innovative roof window manufacturers, such

as Dakea, have created fast and easy

techniques for a weather tight installation.

These include two free accessories to speed

up installation. 

Lee Griffiths, Technical Sales Manager GBI at Dakea explains how to avoid
fiddly traditional techniques and save time to ensure a fully insulated and
high quality roof window installation, in a step-by-step guide. 

First is the Dakea IFC Insulating

Foam Collar. Free alongside the

roof window, Ultima, it reduces

installation time to around three

minutes per window. Including a

rebated foam profile, the collar is

manufactured to fit the window

frame and offers superior

insulation properties. 

To place the Dakea IFC

Insulating Foam Collar during

installation: 

1 Remove the IFC’s paper tape
and place it on the frame’s outer
side – fix the corners in place
first to ensure a complete fit
around the frame. 

After following these steps, the

next stage is to replace the

roofing membrane. A unique

solution to tackle this is the

Dakea RUC Underfelt Foil Collar. 

Attaching the RUC - a single

piece of stretchable fabric

removing the need for cutting

and joining membrane material -

is a simple 15-minute process.

Simply slide this underneath the

battens and fix securely to

create a water and airtight

barrier. 

To complete the installation and

attachment of the RUC: 

2 Fix the corners with pre-

applied glue before installing the

frame and carefully passing it

(with brackets fixed) through the

opening and placing it on

support battens. 

3 Once the frame alignment is

level, fix the bottom brackets

and replace the sash to test it

opens and closes properly. 

4 To confirm the frame is

correctly aligned, check the

vertical gaps are parallel and

the bottom gap is in a slightly

opened position.

5 Once checked, the top

brackets can be fixed on the

frame by supplying a plastic

wedge to lift the bracket where

there’s an uneven rafter. 

1 Attach the RUC to the

frame’s upper corners, before

stretching it around the

complete frame. 

2 Fix the RUC to the outer

frame, with staples placed on

the top of the RUC underneath

the existing roof underlay. 

3 If the roof is counter-

battened, a small batten area

must be removed to slide the

drainage gutter and RUC in

place. 

4 Once you’ve cut the existing

underlay over the rafter to allow

the RUC’s top to be placed

underneath, loosen/de-nail the

batten below the frame so you

can slide the RUC underneath. 

5 Finally, complete the RUC

installation by cutting and

tightly fixing around roof

battens when fixing the sides. 

And there you have it - a

simpler, quicker and

professional installation. 

Although the weather for an

installation cannot be

guaranteed, at least by using

innovative accessories the

procedure can be made quick

and easy.        

For more information on Dakea

Ultima and its installation

accessories range, visit

www.dakea.com/professionals.
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To see the full evolution of Twin-Therm® over the

past 20 years, click here:

www.cagroupltd.co.uk/news/still-leading-way-20-

years-old/

the metal work required for enormous

warehouses, as big as 15 football pitches.

Reaching this milestone is testament to the

success of a system which puts safety at the

heart of every development.”

Twin Therm Feature

Building envelope specialist, CA Group

Limited, is celebrating  the 20th anniversary of

the introduction of Twin-Therm®, the

company’s market leading roof and wall

system.

Throughout the past 20 years, the system has

been at the forefront of innovation, evolving

and adapting to embrace the latest

technological developments and changing the

face of modern warehouse design. 

Twin-Therm® was developed in a bid to

guarantee the safety of those working at height,

while ensuring increasingly stringent building

regulations were met. Its introduction heralded

the start of a new, more dedicated focus from

the construction industry on health and safety. 

Neville Colegrove, founder and trustee member,

explained: “Since its introduction in 1997, the

Twin-Therm® system has continued to evolve

as a solution to some of the most common

frustrations caused by the use of profiled

sheets. 

“Innovations have included sustainable

measures to maximise airtightness, the

introduction of  natural lighting and the

elimination of leaks, as well as improved

acoustics, U values and fire protection.” 

A range of curved roofing solutions further

expanded the company offering, delivering

multiple end user benefits including

maximising the available space within the

warehouse. Furthermore, recent internal climate

control capability has facilitated the multi

functionality of warehouses as either a chill (1-

8°C) or cold (up to -30°C) store. 

Non-fragility has always been a key focus of the

system and increasingly, in order to guarantee

the system as a whole, CA Group has bought

the manufacturing of many of the component

parts in house. This fact, coupled with

extensive testing as part of the assembled

system, has enabled the company to develop

its meaningful, non-fragility guarantee of up to

40 years. 

Colegrove continued: “Twin-Therm® has

always adapted to meet the needs of the

industry and will continue to do so, staying

one step ahead of the curve. We have built a

successful business based on the collective

expertise of people passionate about every

element of roofing, from the smallest screw to

Twin-Therm® Celebrates
20th Anniversary
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Work at Height

It is imperative that anyone working on a roof

has a good knowledge of working at height

safely. Figures from the Health and Safety

Executive (HSE) show that falls from height

remain the single biggest cause of death on

construction sites, and roofers now account for

24% of fatal falls from height. 

The risks of working at height do not just

apply to when workers are on the roof. HSE

says that working at height constitutes any

work taking place on, below, or above ground

level where there is a risk of personal injury

through falling or from falling objects.

Training

Training is the first step to ensure that your

workforce is protected whilst working at

height. The Work at Height Regulations 2005

state that as an employer or duty holder, you

are required to ensure that all employees have

access to work at height equipment that

reflects the requirements and regulations,

including training in the use of equipment.

Work at height training courses are designed

to help you and your team comply with the

Work at Height Regulations 2005 and at the

end of a training course, you should be able to:

1. Undertake a working at height risk

assessment;

2. use access equipment safely;

3. reduce or eliminate risk of falls from

height;

4. ensure compliance with the Work at

Height Regulations 2005;

5. carry out an effective rescue.

Are You Working at Height Safely?

Craig Diable, Contracts Director at Heightsafe Systems discusses working at height safely.
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Fall protection systems 

Current Health and Safety legislation dictates

that a Fall Protection System should be in

place when employees or contractors carry out

work at height (2 metres or higher). There are

many fall protection systems available, but

here at Heightsafe Systems we find the most

popular products are: 

- Guardrails which provide a building with

adequate edge protection, meaning

employees or contractors can move

around the roof freely without the

potential of entering a fall risk area; 

- Safety Lines, these are compatible with

nearly every roof build up, meaning the

system is a first choice when it comes to

preventing falls whilst completing

maintenance works; 

Heightsafe Systems will offer free advice on all work at height installation, testing,

legislation and certification with roof, gutter and all other building maintenance

work. Their team is fully trained and can provide cost effective services that will

ensure work environments are work at height compliant. To contact Heightsafe

Systems call +44 (0)20 3819 7199, email info@heightsafesystems.com or visit

www.heightsafesystems.com.

- Walkways - a bespoke solution to combat

potentially dangerous roof surfaces,

removing the hazard of trips, slips and falls

from height. 

Safe equipment

Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) is a vital

part of protecting you against health and safety

risks at work and includes items such as safety

harnesses, lanyards and carabiners – legally

required when using some Fall Protection

Systems such as safety lines and walkways,

when working at height. As an employer it is

your duty to ensure that employees are fully

trained when it comes to selecting the correct

PPE for the job, as well as regularly testing and

maintaining the equipment. 

Inspection, testing and compliance 

Fall Protection Systems and PPE should be

compliant with regulations and tested regularly

by a qualified professional. If your systems are

not visibly tagged and in compliance, it will not

only invalidate your insurance, but can also lead

to prosecution, should an employee, contractor

or even trespasser suffer any injuries.

Winter weather and working at height

Winter weather is quickly closing in across the

UK and this can have a considerable impact on

the body whilst working at height. Low

temperatures can have several negative effects

when working at height for long lengths of time,

so it is important to be prepared. 

Our top tips for working in cold conditions are:

1. Clothing - match your clothing to the type of weather – wear

specialised equipment for cold environments or layer up in your

normal workwear.

2. Eating - to fuel your body with energy, ensure that you eat well

– the best way to generate heat internally. Make breakfast a

priority!

3. Warmth - take a break every now and then, making sure that you

go inside to warm up, have a hot drink and rest. 

4. Working Conditions - check weather forecasts, as well as the

outside temperature to decide if working outside is feasible in

icy, poor visibility and gale conditions.

The HSE recently launched their Go Home Healthy campaign, which

promotes the message that workers should have access to the right

safety equipment to help ensure that they get to ‘Go Home Healthy’

at the end of the day – further promoting the importance of health and

safety in the workplace. 

To keep on top of safety at height, it is a good idea to work with a

trusted health and safety partner, who can provide expert and

specialist advice. They will be able to help you to ensure employees

are trained, that work areas are kept safe, and that your work at

height assets and PPE are tested regularly to ensure compliance.

mailto:info@heightsafesystems.com
http://www.heightsafesystems.com
http://www.wilsonaccess.co.uk
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Contractor’s Column

As many of you will no doubt have read in the

national press and other media - the

government, earlier this year, announced

support for the housebuilding and local

authority sectors to construct more homes.

With the demand derived from the structural

demographic for more housebuilding projects

across all areas of the UK, this will inevitably

place additional stresses and strains on the

construction industry supply chain, of which

we are an integral part.

One obvious consequence is that, if a UK

government ever actually gets around to

implementing a coherent strategy to allow

industry to deliver the circa 300,000 new

homes required year on year, then it will place

even further stress on the skilled trades.

This is not a point that is new to regular

readers of this column.

If all of the above does eventually come to pass

then it is good news for everyone with a vested

interest in the housing market, be they

homeowner, developers, local authorities or

indeed construction trades.

So where’s the catch?

We don’t have enough skilled tradespeople in

the construction sector. We haven’t developed

an effective strategy to attract the brightest

and the best – in fact we don’t even seem to

be able to compete with the low paying, zero

hours retail sector when it comes to attracting

new blood to UK roofing in sufficient numbers.

Consistent growth

Yet, here we are, in a sector that has grown

consistently, is set to continue growing and

the pace of that growth may actually continue

to accelerate if the ‘powers that be’ can get

their act together.

How do we attract more and better people? We

have to compete with market rates. No

problem, I hear you respond – well there

shouldn’t be, but at the moment we are

experiencing unprecedented levels of supply

instability, which increases pressure

throughout the supply chain. 

Additionally, our clients expect (and rightly so)

a first class professional service. Once again I

can hear you agree with the sentiment.

So here’s the real catch: there is more and

more work available for fewer and fewer skilled

tradespeople. This is as true in the roofing

trade as in any other (with the possible

exception of bricklayers).

To date, all the good intentions for off-site

build and ‘de-skilled’ processes have made no

real impact upon our customs and practices.

So really good roofing contractors can start to

pick the type of work and location that suits

them best – and we all know what happens

then in the world of supply and demand and

its impact on costs.

The medium- to long-term solution is to attract

more new entrants and to offer them

apprenticeships to develop the required skills.

Since Brexit and the reduction of European

workers, this need has become even more

urgent. But training takes time and money, and

as an industry we have to decide if we are

prepared to make that investment.

If the answer to that question is yes, then

every part of the supply chain has to accept its

responsibility and contribute to the cost – and

that means rising costs.

If we aren’t prepared to make that investment,

we can all carry on chasing an ever-decreasing

pool of quality tradespeople – but that means

rising costs!

Increased Labour  
or Increased Training? 

– Either Way Increased Costs

Tony Burke, Managing Director of Avonside Group Services

So there, in a nutshell, is the position; as an

industry we have to face up to the reality of

rising costs, and in the real world the solution

will be based on a mixture of both types of costs.

Courage of our convictions

These need to be factored into budgets for years

ahead, and as a sector we need the courage of

our convictions when talking to our clients

about the realities we face. It will not come as a

surprise to them, as all of your competitors will

be facing the same dilemma.

And, although you can expect some resistance,

your clients, also, ultimately, realise that they

want long-term relationships with their supply

chain (us) and they want businesses that are

profitable, otherwise they can’t develop those

long-term relationships.

If this sounds like a manifesto for profiteering, let

me state that it most definitely isn’t. But we all

need to be realistic about what we can

reasonably expect people and companies that

work with us to get as a return for their efforts,

in the trading environment I have described.

We should be open and straightforward in

conversations about rising costs where they

occur; at the very least it allows our clients to

plan accordingly.

The only question is, whether rising costs are

diverted to developing skills or paying an

increased levy for the dwindling number of

skilled people we have.

6

1
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CUPA PIZARRAS Solar Floor: Delivering the Power
of Natural Slate
CUPA PIZARRAS, the world leader in
natural slate products has extended its
Thermoslate range of solar collector
systems. The newest addition,
Thermoslate Technical Solar Floor subtly
integrates into flat roofs, terraces and
facades to provide even more options for
sustainably meeting the heating and hot
water needs of a property. With rising
energy costs and awareness of the
environment, homeowners are increasingly interested in renewable solutions.
Thermoslate Technical Solar Floor combines the aesthetic and design
advantages of natural slate with the benefits of generating clean, renewable
energy. The Thermoslate collectors are installed beneath natural slate tiles
and harness slate’s excellent solar absorption properties delivering up to two-
thirds of a household’s heating and hot water requirements. The system’s
modular design makes it easily scalable and completely undetectable once
installation is complete. Thermoslate Technical Solar Floor has been designed
to be installed beneath walkable surfaces such as terraces - saving space -
and vertically for wall cladding. In addition to the ecological benefits of
renewable energy, natural slate is an ideal solution for achieving a low
environmental impact, as confirmed by independent studies, 
such as ICE’s at University of Bath. To find out more visit:
www.cupapizarras.com/uk/thermoslate.

HCL Safety Sets the Standard with CSCS Training
Assessment
Fall protection expert, HCL Safety, is
setting new standards in fall
protection installation safety with the
launch of a new CITB-recognised
qualification. From 1st October
2017, CITB requires that CSCS card
applicants need to prove they have
the training qualifications required
for their job. Working with CITB, HCL
Safety has developed a course
dedicated to work at height safety installation for its employees - ‘HCL Fall
Arrest Systems Training’. Jonathan Seymour, Business Leader for HCL
explains: “Protecting those working at height is fundamental to the
construction industry, and we are delighted with this new CITB initiative. It
has given us a great opportunity to develop our existing operational
procedures into a recognised installation training course for our employees.”
Equivalent to a level 2 NVQ, the course is exclusively available to HCL’s
workforce and will qualify them to obtain a Blue Card specifically for the
occupation of Personal Fall Protection Installer - Permanent Solutions. HCL’s
Training Manager, Roger Boulter concludes: “This course gives peace of mind
to construction companies that with HCL installers they can be assured of
knowledge, understanding and experience of installing permanent, personal
fall protection solutions.” To find out more information about HCL’s services,
call 0845 600 0086.

UK ‘Green’ Policies will Accelerate Global Deforestation
Hosted by Norbord, leader in panel products, www.usewoodwisely.co.uk
explains the woody biomass/timber supply argument which has seen UK
wood-using industries confront government. www.usewoodwisely.co.uk
tackles environmental issues affecting the UK and globe, debating sustainable

and renewable energy sources.
Included in the colourful,
informative site is further reading
and reports which add depth to
the reader’s understanding. A
recent issue is where woody
biomass energy has emerged as
a new threat to Southern US
forests. Although deforestation is
the third largest cause of carbon
pollution, after cars and power
plants, European policy has
encouraged the uptake of woody

biomass, including the burning of forests for electricity to meet intended
'clean energy' targets. Norbord argues there should be a cascade of use for
wood. At the end of its first life, it should always be re-used or re-cycled to
retain its carbon storage; only at the very end of its useful life should it be
burnt as a source of energy – and then if the only alternative is landfill -
because burning releases locked up CO2 and is a wasteful use of a precious
resource. For further information on Norbord, please call 01786 812 921 or
visit www.usewoodwisely.co.uk or www.norbord.co.uk. 

Four-Step Solution for Penetrating Damp
A new CPD seminar created by
Safeguard Europe – the UK’s leading
specialist in damp-proofing and
waterproofing technology –  sets out four
steps to help architects, builders and
other specifiers to deal with both the
causes of penetrating damp and the
factors which can exacerbate the
problem. There are many reasons why
rainwater can penetrate masonry walls:
from porous Victorian bricks to unfilled
perpends. And there are an equal
number of issues that can make the problem worse, including poor
maintenance of gutters, bad detailing and building alterations. The four
steps, explained in detail during the seminar Dealing with Penetrating Damp,
are: assessing rainwater routes and exacerbating factors; blocking the
primary paths for water penetration; controlling the exacerbating factors; and
installing back-up in the form of a damp-resistant internal system. “It may be
relatively simple to spot the pathways for rainwater, such as missing mortar
or cracks, but it’s also important to look at the wider picture to work out why
rainwater is penetrating at certain points,” says Safeguard director Hudson
Lambert. In helping professionals to meet their duty to continue learning and
self-development, Safeguard’s two-hour seminar provides an update on some
of the latest solutions and product types on the market. 
Visit www.safeguardeurope.com for further information.

Brett Martin Gives New Angle to £90m Former
Press and Broadcast Centre
The former press and broadcast
centre in London’s Olympic Park has
been transformed into the one of the
biggest tech hubs in Europe, with
Brett Martin Daylight Systems’
Marlon Clickfix RL glazing system
glazed with Marlon Clickfix 1040
polycarbonate, providing a low pitch
rooflight which maximises natural
light and creates a bright, appealing
and naturally-lit environment. From
a design by Hawkins Brown, Here East is a major new £1.2m sq ft
development in Stratford comprising three buildings. The challenge was
converting windowless warehouses into eye-catching, daylight-filled buildings
with sustainability at their core.  Central to the design was the specification
of 34 Marlon Clickfix RL rooflights glazed in clear Marlon Clickfix 1040
polycarbonate to ensure the offices and shops below were bright, appealing
and flooded with natural light. A lightweight polycarbonate panel, Marlon
Clickfix 1040  has integral interlocking connections that simply click into
place forming glazed areas of unlimited size and shape. Commenting on the
specification, Steve Higgins of Brett Martin said: “One of the challenges was
finding a thermally-efficient rooflight solution which would work at a low 7°
pitch.  Marlon Clickfix RL provided the most adaptable solution and ensured
a speedy installation for roofing contractor, Lakesmere.”

Kee Safety Gates Comply with BSI Standard
Kee Safety, a leading global
supplier of safety railing
systems, has adjusted the
design of its Kee Gate range to
satisfy the requirements of BS
EN ISO 14122-3:2016 Safety of
Machinery – Permanent means
of access to machinery – Part 3:
Stairs, Stepladders and guard-
rails.    The new Kee Gate range
retains the key elements of the
existing safety gates, but has
been modified to meet the BSI
Standard. Released in 2016, the revised standard defines the requirements
for safe access to machines. It applies to both stationary and mobile
machinery where a fixed means of access is necessary.  The standard
specifies that when the height of a fall could exceed 500mm, a guardrail
should be installed, and the chosen system needs to meet several
dimensional requirements. It also notes that a self-closing gate should be
used. Designed to work both internally and externally, on ladder and stair
access points, roof hatches, walkways and roof tops, Kee Gate, is spring
loaded to automatically close behind the user. The Kee Gate range is available
in galvanised steel and can be powder coated in safety yellow. It is 1 metre
wide and designed to be trimmed on-site, avoiding the time and money of
fabricating bespoke gates. See www.keesafety.co.uk. 
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Tata Steel Celebrates 25 Years of the Confidex
Guarantee
Tata Steel is celebrating 25
years of its industry-leading
Confidex® Guarantee. Launched
in 1992, the guarantee
continues to provide the most
comprehensive protection for
branded pre-finished steel
products used in roof and wall
cladding applications. The
renowned Guarantee also
provides peace of mind for the
building owner as well as the
supply chain. Confidex® guarantees Colorcoat HPS200 Ultra® and Colorcoat
Prisma® for up to 40 years when used in external conventional building
envelopes - namely roof and wall cladding - using single skin, built-up or
composite panel construction in industrial and commercial buildings.
Provided directly to the building owner, the unique guarantee creates a
contractual relationship between the end client and Tata Steel. Tata Steel’s
Peter Barker said “Nearly 25 years ago Confidex® revolutionised how
guarantees were offered, sending a clear message that we take full
responsibility for the performance and quality of our pre-finished steel
products. As the Confidex Guarantee does not rely upon the contractual chain
it has a fundamental advantage over alternatives in the industry. For more
information visit: www.colorcoat-online.com/confidex.

Kemper System Helps Protect Concrete Heritage
Cold-applied liquid waterproofing
specialist, Kemper System, has
helped to preserve a grade II
listed building thanks to its
Stratex warm roof and Kemperol
liquid roofing systems. Because of
the unusual design of St Thomas
More Church, Birmingham,
architects Wood Goldstraw Yorath
worked with Kemper System to
enhance the waterproofing performance by addressing leaks and U/V damage
to the existing substrate, whilst also improving drainage and reducing the risk
of standing water on the roof. The structure of the building with its many glass
and concrete terraces, saw Kemper System’s Stratex tapered warm roof
system specified, along with their solvent-free and odourless Kemperol 2K-
PUR waterproofing membrane to refurbish the church’s failing asphalt roof.
The technical team at Kemper System also devised a series of drainage
channels to address the volume of standing water on the roof, whereby excess
water would be caught and drained off the building. MD Derek Lowe at
contractors, Alliance Technical Services Ltd, the specialist conservation
company which re-covered the roof said “The Kemperol 2K-PUR liquid applied
waterproofing system was an ideal solution to work around the complicated
structure of the building. These formally weak areas were able to be fully
waterproofed in one seamless, easy application.” See
www.kempersystem.co.uk.

SterlingOSB StrongFix – for Heavyweight Fixtures
and Fittings in Dry Lining Applications from
Norbord
Simple to fit, SterlingOSB StrongFix is
precision-engineered to fit metal C-stud walls
with 600mm centres. The new SterlingOSB
StrongFix panel has been designed to
strengthen and provide secure anchorage
areas in metal C-stud dry lining applications,
for fixtures and fittings up to 400kg – such as
cabinets, radiators, wash basins and railings.
Simple to fit, SterlingOSB StrongFix is
precision-engineered to fit metal C-stud walls
with 600mm centres. A continuous recess
down one side allows quick installation and
ensures a seamless finish, ready for hanging
plasterboard without adding extra thickness
to the stud wall. The pre-prepared panels
boast the same inherent qualities as
SterlingOSB 3 which, unlike ply, has no knots or voids and a consistent
density throughout that allows fixings to hold securely at any point across the
board.  Additionally, in accordance with the requirements of BS5234 Part 2,
it achieves excellent pull-out ratings and is capable of supporting
heavyweights of up to 400kg with standard wood screws. For further
information on Norbord, please call 01786 812 921 or visit
www.norbord.co.uk. 

Exclusive Innovations for the New Season Available
From Screwfix
New catalogue features best ever
product range, exclusives and
deals!
Not only is leading trade
omnichannel retailer, Screwfix
opening a new store at the rate of
one per week to help the trade in
gearing up for the busiest season,
but tradespeople and serious
DIYers can also now stock up on its
biggest and best range of new and
innovative products in its much-anticipated catalogue. Full of tools, workwear
and essentials, the latest catalogue features industry-leading brands and
trade favourites from the likes of DeWalt, Bosch and Titan, just in time for the
cooler months. Graham Smith, Marketing Director, at Screwfix, commented:
“We understand how important it is that tradespeople are well-equipped for
the demanding season ahead…That’s why our new catalogue is our best yet,
perfect for tradespeople looking to stock up, and with over 530 stores, 24/7
contact centre and Click & Collect in as little as one minute, they can do so
quickly so they are back on site as soon as possible.” The new catalogue is
available to collect for free from all 530 Screwfix stores nationwide and
features on the Screwfix App, which is available to download in the ‘App
Store’. You can also visit www.screwfix.com.

Firestone Signals Commercial Roofing Growth With
Product Sales Manager Appointment
EPDM roofing specialist, Firestone
Building Products, has signalled the
implementation of an ambitious growth
strategy for commercial and industrial
roofing with the appointment of
product sales manager, Steve Clowes.
Responsible for driving sales
opportunities for Firestone’s
RubberGard™ EPDM roofing products
and UltraPly™ TPO commercial roofing
membranes range, Steve takes on the newly created post with a 20 year track
record in the roofing sector, bringing considerable technical expertise in
correct specification and installation of single ply membranes to the role.His
remit is to engage with architects, specifiers, main contractors, roofing
contractors and building surveyors across the UK and Ireland. Steve’s career
includes five years in a construction environment in site-based roles,
providing him with an excellent understanding of practical specification
considerations, such as buildability, installation times and health and safety.
He also has a proven track record in sales, including fixing and adhesive
systems for flat roofing installations. Comments Steve: “I’m looking forward
to meeting existing and potential customers and helping them maximise the
performance and lifespan of their industrial and commercial buildings.” For
further information regarding Firestone Building Products, please visit:
www.firestonebpe.co.uk. 

Wolfin IB Waterproofs Bermondsey Dive Under Phase 1
One of the key civil engineering
structures being built as part of
London’s Thameslink
Programme has been part
waterproofed using a high
performance membrane from
Wolfin, part of the Icopal Group;
installed by a specialist in the
field. Approximately 2,000
square metres of the specialist
membrane from Wolfin IB PADS
were supplied direct to the
London site for the Yorkshire based Waterseal (W & S) Ltd in preparation to
make modules on site prior to installation. Due to possession and blockade
working constraints, the specialist proposed the use of Wolfin IB to provide a
waterproofing membrane to protect the structure. Throughout the pre-
contract and installation process, Icopal/Wolfin offered extensive technical
support including details bespoke to the project, copies of test reports and an
overnight delivery service when required. Grant Weston, Construction Director
at Waterseal (W & S) Ltd, commented: “The involvement of ourselves in the
Bermondsey project was over a two year period, with our operatives
continuously involved on site as programme dictated.” Wolfin IB is an entirely
homogenous thermoplastic waterproofing membrane that is resistant to
bitumen, flux and mineral oils, as well as kerosene and acids. For more
information, please visit www.wolfin.co.uk.
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Environmental Responsibility Firmly on the Agenda
at Forticrete
Testament to Forticrete’s on-going
commitment to continuous
improvement, the company’s
Environmental Management System
has been has been transitioned from BS
EN ISO 1400:2004 to ISO 14001:2015.
Forticrete is one of the UK’s leading
manufacturers of concrete construction
products including roof tiles, concrete
decorative facing blocks, walling stone and cast stone dressings. All Forticrete
manufacturing facilities are BSI registered and operate to the requirements of
BS EN ISO 9001:2008 and BS EN ISO 14001:2004, the national and
international standards for quality and environmental management systems.
John Lambert, MD at Forticrete, said: “Our dedication goes much further than
the creation of products which enhance the environment aesthetically. Here at
Forticrete, we are acutely aware of our responsibility not to harm the
environment during the manufacturing of these products. Environmental
management is, therefore, an integral part of the management of our
business. We are delighted to have been recognised so enthusiastically by one
of the most prestigious accreditations and standards across the building
industry, further cementing the company’s status as an industry leader in the
manufacture of environmentally friendly products.” For more information on
Forticrete’s commitment to corporate and social responsibility, visit
www.forticrete.com. 

Natural Slate Brings Heritage Feel to New Garden
Village
When Crest Nicholson began
planning its Chertsey
regeneration site, it looked to
create a neighbourhood with its
own unique character, which
harmonises perfectly with its
surroundings. This led to CUPA
PIZARRAS being specified to
provide its high quality H18 tiles
for the recently launched Upper
Longcross development, which forms part of the government-backed
Longcross Garden Village. The H18 tile originates from the Quarry La Campa
near Lugo, Spain, which has been in operation since 1972. The tile features
slight variations in thickness and flatness, with a smooth matte surface to
result in a high quality, natural finish. Kevin Mather of Bracknell Roofing said,
“I recommend CUPA PIZARRAS because I know it will meet client’s demands.
Some competitors cannot offer the guarantee of supply, but with my regular
contacts at CUPA PIZARRAS meant we could.” CUPA PIZARRAS is able to
guarantee supply and delivery based on its stringent labelling approach and
traceability of its tiles. Paul Burnett, Senior Site Manager at Crest Nicholson
who specified CUPA PIZARRA added, “We were careful to choose materials
that seamlessly work with the leafy surroundings of Longcross. Although the
buildings are new to the landscape, we wanted them to work with the
environment rather than detract from it.”

Atlas Roof Lanterns...More Sky Less Roof
Trade Access Panels is proud
to announce the launch of the
latest product to their range -
the Atlas Roof Lanterns. Atlas
is leading the way in
rooflights, offering an
unrivalled, contemporary,
clean, modern range of roof
lanterns in a variety of
standard stock sizes with
several colour choices.
Glazing options are available
in self-cleaning solar controlled glass. Whether you are inside looking up or
outside looking enviously in, all of the Atlas roof lantern products which Trade
Access Panels now offer will help to put any property in a league of its own.
Roof lanterns offer the perfect solution to gain light via a flat roof while
providing a modern addition to any room. Less is more when it comes to roof
lanterns, and the unique design of the Atlas range means that there are no
clunky bars or supports cluttering the ridge, giving unrestricted views and
access to natural daylight. The roof lanterns centre around extremely strong,
lightweight 40mm aluminium box rafters which give this contemporary range
a modern, slim, stylish profile while still maintaining outstanding thermal
efficiency with possible U-Values as low as 0.9 w.m2k. For further information
email sales@tradeaccesspanels.co.uk or call 01922 500 145 or visit
www.tradeaccesspanels.co.uk.
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BYD B-Box HV Helps Users on Their Way to Energy
Independence
BYD Co. Ltd., the world's largest
provider of rechargeable batteries, is
pleased with the positive reception of
its high-voltage storage solution B-Box
HV in the European market. More and
more house owners are looking for an
optimized way to use the energy of
their solar systems for self-
consumption and to be independent
from energy suppliers. Users of the B-
Box HV are enthusiastic about the
benefits of the modular storage system, as the many installations to date
show. The former CEO of Frankensolar, Reinhold Hieronymus, was looking
for an energy storage solution to complement the PV rooftop system of his
family home. Reinhold compared the system with other high-voltage
solutions and concluded: “The B-Box was able to convince me with its
superior features compared to the solutions of competitors. It offers unique
advantages such as the plug-in system for easy installation and the modular
design which provides maximum flexibility and expandability.” The new B-
Box HV is the first direct high-voltage energy storage solution with patented
plug-in modular design for commercial and residential use through serial
connection of battery cells rather than a low-volt battery with an integrated
DC/DC converter as other products on the market offer. Visit
www.srenergy.co.uk for more information.

New Cupaclad Design Option Released
CUPA PIZARRAS has launched
its third edition of CUPACLAD
Design, with this installment
bringing different materials and
colours together for
personalized and contemporary
designs. CUPACLAD Design is
an innovative concept
combining the timeless beauty
of slate rainscreen cladding
systems with new contemporary
shapes and configurations. Developed with input from architects, CUPACLAD
ventilated façade systems are able to adapt to any kind of project, by
combining alternative fastening methods and slate formats. These solutions
are lightweight, easy to install and can be cut to any shape, to suit any
architectural vision. This latest design uses invisible fixings and 50 x 25
natural slates in 7.5mm thickness, installed with a horizontal overlap.
Underneath the upper overlap of the slates, 2mm steel plates are placed in a
choice of colours and finishes to achieve a unique and striking look. Natalia
Núñez, CUPACLAD Product Manager said: “The collection seeks to take the
natural properties of slate and further enhance its beauty, with different
materials and shapes to create contemporary design configurations that
inspire.” CUPACLAD Design is committed to innovation and differentiating
itself from other cladding options. For more information on CUPA PIZARRAS,
visit the website www.cupapizarras.com/uk.

RubberGard™ is Right for Endeavour Regeneration
Scheme
Residential property developer
Endeavour, has chosen
Firestone’s RubberGard™ EPDM
roofing membrane for its
innovative Queen’s Terrace
Development in Salford.
Endeavour purchased the row of
eight spacious Victorian terrace
houses in the Higher Broughton
area of the city from Salford City
Council after they had been lying vacant and in a poor state of repair for many
years. One of the developer’s specialisms is restoring disused properties and
breathing new life into them for a mix of end uses. This scheme will transform
the derelict houses at Queens Terrace into 28 one- and two-bedroomed
apartments. The 28 apartments will be constructed behind and tied to the
brick façade using Insulated Concrete Formwork, with two flat roofs on a split-
level totalling 750m². Firestone’s RubberGard™ EPDM membrane will form a
robust waterproof covering with a service life of at least 40 years. John
McMullan, commercial manager at Firestone comments, “We’re delighted
that RubberGard™ EPDM has been chosen as the roofing system for the
scheme, demonstrating its advantages both during the construction phase
and throughout the life cycle of the newly transformed buildings.” For more
information about RubberGard™ visit the website: www.firestonebpe.co.uk.

New Products Explosion at Eurocell Branches!
Eurocell has added 250 products to its
over-the-counter range bringing the
total number available to over 4,000.
From loft hatches to laminate flooring,
hacksaws to hardhats, the aim of the
additions is to ensure that all the day-
to-day items that a jobbing builder
might need are at hand. The company
opened over 20 new branches this
year, and with a total of over 150
covering Penzance to Inverness, the
network can be considered a truly
comprehensive national one. The new
products span a dozen categories
ranging from an expanded timber selection and access equipment, through
to PPE, tools, fixings and decorating supplies. “We choose locations carefully,
looking for spots that we know will be accessible for local tradespeople who
might otherwise have to make a significant journey to pick up supplies,” says
Eurocell’s Chris Coxon. Eurocell’s catalogue of tools and accessories has
expanded: high-vis orange fencing, screwdriver sets, wood chisels and heavy-
duty staple guns are among the extra items. There are more decorating and
cleaning products too. And to save even more of those precious minutes on
site, Eurocell now offers a click-and-collect service. Alternatively, there’s free
delivery within 24 hours for orders over £100. To find out more, visit
www.eurocell.co.uk/branch-finder.

Ravatherm UK’s Polyfoam™ XPS Awarded BBA
Certificate
Polyfoam™ XPS - the extruded
polystyrene insulation manufactured
by Ravatherm UK - has received a
British Board of Agrément (BBA)
certificate for its inverted roof
system and floor board insulation.
Ravatherm UK’s Polyfoam XPS
floorboard and inverted roof
solutions passed a series of
comprehensive and independent
assessments set by the BBA, including laboratory tests, onsite evaluations
and quality management inspections. With its headquarters based in
Hartlepool, Ravatherm UK’s Polyfoam XPS was assessed on the thermal
performance, durability, condensation risk and resistance to foot traffic on its
inverted roof system. The BBA certificate also covers Ravatherm UK’s
Polyfoam XPS Floorboard Standard and Extra, which can be specified as
thermal insulation on ground-bearing or suspended concrete floors in new
and existing buildings. Ravatherm’s MD, Stuart Bell, comments: “The BBA
certificate showcases our continuous commitment to providing fully tested
and accredited solutions to the marketplace, and ensures Polyfoam XPS not
only meets, but exceeds our customers’ expectations.” Ravatherm UK, which
sits within the Ravago Building & Construction Solutions (RBCS) division, is
one of five XPS manufacturing plants across Europe. For more information
on Ravatherm visit: www.ravatherm.co.uk.

David Wilson Homes Specifies Forticrete Roof Tiles
for Luxury Development
Forticrete’s innovative large
format tile, SL8, has been
specified by David Wilson Homes
Southern for use across Spiers
Meadow, an exciting collection of
200 elegant homes in Popley,
Basingstoke. The development
was carefully designed to create a
bespoke and prestigious range of
properties. David Wilson Homes
turned to Forticrete’s SL8 in
COLOUR to provide the ideal solution. The innovative design of Forticrete’s
SL8 tiles provide greater coverage than existing large format products;
requiring just 8 tiles sqm compared with a more typical 10 sqm. With
approximately 20% less tiles required per roof, the tiles are quicker and
easier to lay, handle and transport. With less product required, the potential
for damage on site and waste in the manufacturing process is also reduced,
meaning cost and time savings. The aesthetic appeal of SL8 is also enhanced
by factory blending to ensure superior batch and colour consistency across
the roofscape. With the new tiles pre-blended, there isn’t the need for the
installer to mix from multiple packs on site, which has long caused on-site
health and safety concerns, unnecessary wastage and slowed down the
process of installing the tiles. For more information visit
www.Forticrete.co.uk.
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Roofshield Proudly Included in SIG Roofing’s One
Warranty 
Roofshield, the unique vapour
and air permeable pitched roof
underlay from leading building
products manufacturer A.
Proctor Group is now included
in SIG Roofing’s ONE Warranty
- which covers pitched roof
products performance for 15
years in a simple single
package warranty. Contractors
can take full advantage of ONE
Warranty, which includes high
quality products ranging from
breather membranes to roof coverings and all the key elements in-between.
It provides them with a comprehensive competitive edge and offers total
peace of mind to the property owner. The A. Proctor Group developed
Roofshield 21 years ago in response to problems caused by the requirements
of the UK’s demand for cold-pitched roof construction, and the drive towards
ever increasing thermal performance requirements. Today, trusted by
architects, developers and contractors, the Roofshield brand is synonymous
with the highest quality, providing a pitched roof underlay, which is both air
and vapour permeable. For more information please visit:
www.proctorgroup.com or email contact@proctorgroup.com. Alternatively
you can telephone 01250 872261

Alumasc Launches BIM Level 2 For ‘All Metal’
Rainwater 
Alumasc Rainwater, part of Alumasc
Water Management Solutions (AWMS),
is the first and only manufacturer to
provide BIM Level 2 content for a
complete range of metal rainwater –
aluminium, cast iron and steel. This
means specifiers, engineers and
contractors can now access the files
they need for metal rainwater from one
BIM model. The leading manufacturer of
metal rainwater systems has developed
its BIM files so specifiers and
contractors can benefit from a new
slimmer version too. This has been
completed in response to feedback and requests from customers to receive
smaller files. BIM files from Alumasc Rainwater are modelled to achieve an
accurate external space envelope and connection detail. But file sizes
increase with model detail, so in the new slimmer model it has been stripped
of non-essential details such as logos, small radii, internal strengthening ribs,
fasteners & fixings. This means files can be accessed much more easily and
quickly. The aim of BIM is to improve efficiencies, reduce risk, encourage
better planning, and reduce operational costs. BIM files for Alumasc
Rainwater’s all metal range can be downloaded from
www.alumascrainwater.com. For more information call 0808 100 2008.

Magical Result as SFS Fasteners Deliver for
MediaCity UK’s Iconic New Building
SFS has played a key role in
enabling Artez, the main
contractor, and leading roofing
and cladding contractor
Longworth to deliver an iconic
new building on Manchester's
vibrant MediaCity waterfront for
upmarket bar and restaurant
chain The Alchemist. The
company’s powder-coated, high-
performance A4 (grade 316)
stainless steel fasteners were key
to creating a stunning gold building envelope for ‘The Bund’, a unique
structure located on the land bridge crossing Dock 9 at Salford Quays,
between The Lowry and the BBC. Longworth, which is renowned for its
expertise in metal roofing, were commissioned to construct the building
envelope and to realize Reid Architects’ golden vision. The company’s
Business Development Manager, Ben Parker, says, "Colour coordinating the
gold zinc panels and the fasteners was critical, which is why we worked with
SFS to ensure complete colour consistency on the fastener heads. We can rely
on the excellent quality of SFS products, with their range of A4 (grade 316)
fasteners enabling us to offer an extended life cycle on the building envelope.”
To find out more about high-performance fasteners for the building envelope
visit www.sfsintec.co.uk.
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Sliding into Compliance with Ecotherm
EcoTherm is putting its
technical knowledge in your
hands with the release of a
handy Eco-Cavity Full Fill U-
value Slider. Available in
Builders’ Merchants and
from the EcoTherm Area
Sales Managers, the new
tactile aid provides a quick
and easy way for builders to
select the correct thickness of Eco-Cavity Full Fill to achieve the required U-
value. The tool features ten internal block lambda values for both brick and
rendered dense block walls. Users simply pull the slider to reflect their
project’s specifications and reveal the U-value that can be achieved by the 90
mm, 115 mm and 140 mm thick Eco-Cavity Full Fill boards. EcoTherm Eco-
Cavity Full Fill board dimensions are sized to co-ordinate with brick and block
sizes and heights, allowing them to be easily installed with standard wall tie
methods. Their tongue and groove edges offer a superior fit and increased
resistance to moisture penetration. A residual 10 mm cavity should be
retained when installing the boards to accommodate mortar squeeze and to
provide further protection against moisture ingress. Thanks to the product’s
low thermal conductivity, it can offer improved thermal performance than
comparable mineral fibre solutions. For further information contact
EcoTherm’s Technical Services department. A datasheet sheet on Eco-Cavity
Full Fill is available from: www.ecotherm.co.uk/cavityfullfill.

Sika’s Adaptable Roof System Ensures Recycling
Plant’s Circular Tanks are in Good Waterproof Shape
The superb flexibility of Sika-
Trocal’s Type S system ensured a
potentially challenging roof
installation across five, 18-metre-
high industrial tanks was
completed without issue to an
exceptional standard. Food waste
recycling specialists, ReFood (UK)
Ltd, has developed its third UK
anaerobic digestion plant in the
Greater London area. The £32 million site will be capable of processing
160,000 tonnes of food waste every year. The development includes five, 18-
metre-high digestion tanks that facilitate the food’s conversion to gas, and a
pump room which powers the process. Due to the circular shape of the tanks,
contractors Hadfield Roofing & Cladding Ltd, required a system that could be
adapted to fit the challenging design whilst remaining watertight. The Sika
Type S system, which carries a full BBA accreditation with a 35-year lifespan,
proved ideal. Joanne Hadfield, Commercial Director at Hadfield Roofing &
Cladding Ltd, said: “The Type S system was perfect for this project. It was cut
to size to fit the circular roofs and absolutely ideal for completing the rounded
metal detailing.” The Type S membrane’s adaptability and simple application
ensured each roof at the Dagenham food recycling plant was completed to the
client’s strict eight-month deadline and to their full satisfaction. Visit
www.sika.co.uk. 

Cembrit Takes the High Road With Slate Mono
Ridge Ventilation
Cembrit has expanded its growing
portfolio of roofing accessories
with the Cembrit Slate Mono
Ridge Ventilation, a practical fibre
cement product that provides
ridge capping for pitched roofs.
Cembrit Slate Mono Ridge
Ventilation is specifically
designed to provide a high level of
ridgeline ventilation. Colour
matched for use with Cembrit
fibre cement slates, the ridge is
suitable for monopitch roofs ranging from 20° to 40°. The range includes start
and end caps for a neat finish. Weighing 4kg, the product is lightweight,
making it easy to transport and carry up to roof level. Ged Ferris, Marketing
Manager of Cembrit, says, “The slate mono ridge ventilation provides a
visually appealing and weathertight roof. With its quick and easy installation,
we are confident the product will tick all the boxes for our customers.”
Cembrit Slate Mono Ridge Ventilation is a fibre cement product that
complements the smooth, flush look of the fibre cement slates. The ridges do
not require electric power for cutting, or any dust suppression equipment,
equalling a much easier and quicker fitting process. For more information
visit www.cembrit.co.uk, email sales@cembrit.co.uk or tel: +44 (0) 208 320
1184.

SFS Appoints Craig Smith in New OEM-Focused Role
SFS has appointed a highly experienced
Business Development Manager to provide
roofing and cladding sector OEMs to match
their panel systems with the most suitable,
best-performing fastening solutions. Bringing
to the role three decades of experience in the
roofing and cladding industry, Craig Smith joins
SFS from Saint-Gobain’s specialist insulation
and dry lining distribution business where he
was National Sales Manager. Craig will
strengthen SFS’s relationships with OEMs, as
well as build new partnerships, to help system
manufacturers and installers provide clients
with the highest quality building envelopes. By
helping OEMs to access SFS’s new product
development expertise and technical support,
Craig will be instrumental in ensuring the right solution can be developed to
meet the ever growing creativity and technical complexity that drives new
panel designs. Commenting on his new role, Craig says, “I’ve worked with
SFS from an OEM perspective for many years and I share the team’s passion
for outstanding service, backed with valuable technical know-how, to deliver
the best results for clients.” Craig will also focus on developing SFS’s market
in fall protection under the SOTER brand through OEMs, plus its range of
NVELOPE cladding and rainscreen support brackets which perfectly
complement the SFS fastener range. Visit: www.sfsintec.co.uk. 

Icopal Specified for Heathrow T3 Pier 7 Roof Refurb
When the roof to Pier 7 at Heathrow’s Terminal 3 required refurbishment, the
essential design criteria included the robustness of the waterproofing layers,
the consideration for foot traffic and the proximity of significant roof HVAC
plant. Following similar installations
to other roof areas on Terminal 3,
Itech Roofworks were nominated to
install the Icopal system specified.
Many of the departure gate rooms
and interconnecting spine suffered
from water ingress and the level of
roof mounted plant and equipment
combined with the condition of the
existing waterproofing system was
contributing to the problem.
Managed by main contractor MACE, the project involved the relocation of
almost all roof mounted plant and equipment onto a new steelwork
mezzanine structure located 2.5m above the original roof level, permitting
access to Itech Roofworks to commence to replace the flat roof. Hayley
Reynolds, Project Manager at Itech Roofworks said: “From a health and
safety point of view we needed to avoid naked flames on the building or in
the proximity of aircraft because of the potential for fire spread. We also
needed products that were flexible and reliable. Icopal’s system combined
self-adhesive bitumen membranes with their Elastoflex Solvent Free liquid
membrane which we felt was the ideal solution at Heathrow.” For more
information visit www.icopal.co.uk.

Kingspan Kaptures Daylight For Longer
Kingspan Light + Air are helping
buildings to achieve more hours
of daylight with the launch of
Kingspan Day-Lite Kapture- a
precision engineered rooflight
with outstanding light diffusion.
At the heart of Kingspan Day-Lite
Kapture is an advanced, nano-
prismatic layer which uses
microscopic structures to
efficiently scatter light. This innovative design helps to reduce light reflection
when compared with conventional pigmented diffusion approaches, ensuring
excellent levels of light transmission. The product is comprised from three
overlapping spherical domes which allows light to be captured at low sun
angles and illuminates internal spaces during early morning and late evening.
It also helps to transfer loads, such as snow, to the side of the rooflights.
Kingspan Light + Air understand each building is different, and through its
advanced research and development facilities, the firm can adapt and tailor
Kingspan Day-Lite Kapture units. Options include an enhanced outer UV
resistant layer; providing additional protection for properties at risk of
significant solar gains, and dual nano-prismatic layers for even greater
diffusion. To maximise the energy and cost savings Kingspan Light + Air also
manufacture and supply low energy lighting with optional daylight harvesting
sensors which dynamically react to lighting demand. Email
info@kingspanlightandair.com or visit www.kingspanlightandair.co.uk.
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Industry Events 

15-16 November 2017

Architex
Architects, specifiers, planners and developers. Keynote

speakers, industry experts and workshops , exhibition.

Liverpool Exhibition Centre www.architexevents.com

20-21 November 2017

IOSH Conference 2017
Preminent conference for leaders in occupational safety and

health. For decision-makers to share learning and address topical

issues.

International Convention Centre, Birmingham www.iosh.co.uk

22-23 November 2017

Scotland Build
Dedicated entirely to opportunities in Scotland. Covers digital,

sustainability, infrastructure, architecture and future.

Conference, workshops, speakers, seminars, networking.

2016: 5,630 visitors, 90+ exhibitors

SEC, Glasgow http://scotlandbuildexpo.com/

22-23 November 2017

Homes Conference and Exhibition
A specialist conference on strategic asset management and

residential development. Also featuring a popular advisory panel

and the Green Housing Forum.

2016: 3,000 visitors, 120 exhibitors

Olympia, London www.homesevent.co.uk

28-29 November 2017

Solar Ireland 17
Irish Solar Energy Association annual conference. Sessions on:

Policy Setting Support Mechanism, Market, Finance, Planning &

Community, Grid Connection, Rooftop Solar. 30 speakers, 7

panel sessions.

2016: 350 delegates,  and 25 exhibitors, 

Croke Park, Dublin www.solarireland2017.com

6-8 March 2018

Ecobuild
Built environment trade show, comprising the ecobuild

conference and futurebuild districts. Policy debate, seminar

programme, live demonstrations.

2017: 20,000 visitors, 450 exhibitors

Excel Centre, London www.ecobuild.co.uk

22-25 March 2018

The National Homebuilding & Renovating Show
UK’s largest self-build event. Open to public and trade.

Seminars, masterclasses, demos, one-to-one advice clinics.

2016: 28,000 visitors, 370 exhibitors

NEC, Birmingham www.homebuildingshow.co.uk

2-3 May 2018

All-Energy 2018
All renewable and sustainable technologies. Full seminar and

conference programme. Call for papers deadline 15/12/17.

2017: 7,000 visitors, 300 exhibitors

The SEC, Glasgow, Scotland www.all-energy.co.uk

19-21 June 2018

Safety & Health Expo
Occupational health and safety event for H&S professionals,

co-located with IOSH conference. Includes dedicated

construction safety.

2017: 13,942 visitors, 295 exhibitors

Excel Centre, London www.safety-health-expo.co.uk
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